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ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE
by Thomas R. Madden 

(Class of *59)

Wallace Stegner’s recent article on Western writing ("Born A Square — The 
Westerner’s Dilemma/’ nie Atlantic,; January, 1964) would be remarkable if for no other 
reason than the fact 0/ its appearance, as the work of a respected Western writer, 
in a national magazine., The subject of modern Western writing is generally dis- 
cussed seriously, if at all, by devotees who dwell within this as yet unmapped state 
of mind — a geographical area which Stegner calls "the last of the sticks — the 
subregions between the ninety-eighth meridian and the Sierra-Cascades." Such pro
tagonists are few and their voices usually unheard east or west of Stegner’s bound
aries „ His assertion that writing men of the West are capable of thinking about 
their craft is welcome and refreshing.,

Stegner’s thesis ("that the Western writer is in a box with booby traps at both 
ends") is a provocative, and, as far as it goes, well-founded presentation of the 
griefs of the Western writer,, However, the article is worthy of evaluation on 
another ground:is there a perspective which it does not illuminate? Does this place 
too severe a limitation on the choices facing the Western writer? Surely Stegner 
was not attempting to solve the Western problem in one stroke; rather he stated his 
own view and made a few suggestions. These are valuable and lead necessarily to a 
consideration of a way out of the dilemma.

By his thesis, Stegner means that the contemporary Western-bom writer is faced 
with two choices; he can stay in the West and write from the fruits of "an inadequate 
artistic and intellectual tradition," or he can go East (or to California) and be 
subjected to the "coercive dominance of attitudes, beliefs and intellectual fads and 
manners destructive of his own." In either case he is frustrated; if he stays home, 
against the pull of more sophisticated regions of the country, he is likely to write 
the sort of thing at which Easterners smile behind their hands. If he exiles him
self, and tries to write as his more worldly brethren, he is likely to become only 
another mouthpiece for despair and absurdity, as well as going against the grain by 
kicking over the traditions in which he was reared.

Stegner evidently does not mean to imply that these choices are inevitable, 
or final once made. They are, perhaps, somewhat overdrawn in order to emphasize 
the need for the Western writer’s involvement with the modem West. But Stegner 
does put forth much evidence to demonstrate that the Western writer, by Eastern 
standards at any rate, is a naif, "one so unfashionable as to be practically 
voiceless" in a literary world more interested in physical and psychological 
excess than in normal human emotion turned to prose.

Stegner observes that the usual Western writer is white, Protestant, of 
immigrant stock; one who grows up blessed with fresh air and exercise, "a reason
ably healthy animal in an essentially pre-industrial, pre-urban society." He has 
been bom and bred in a region which is characterized by hope and optimism, one at 
least partially representative of the "traditional American innocence." Brought up 
thus, the Western writer has produced works which reflect the environment; his novel, if he happens to be a novelist, was probably about "his family or his boyhood 
or how his comer of the continent was peopled." The work also probably stressed 
the simpler virtues such as fidelity to a trust, truth of speech and courage in the 
face of the unfriendly elements.
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Apparently it has never occurred to this young writer that subject matter can.. 
be drawn from such exotic themes as spiritual loneliness or profound guilt. Never, 
that is, until he goes East or otherwise steps beyond his region. Stegner strongly 
suggests that the youthful West is a happy, healthy land, and the Western writer 
finds disease only upon leaving it.

In his view, there is nothing at first unusual about the young man's experien
ces away from the West. He learns (or at least begins to suspect) that there is a 
wide world beyond the mountains when he is in school or college; travel and milita
ry service confirm this. Inevitably, his horizons broaden. He discovers, with 
every other man, that there is life and excitement and perhaps challenge beyond his 
birthplace. Unfortunately, the Western writer so exposed comes to realize that 
literary success is easier achieved outside the West, since the major forces and 
figures in criticism and publishing operate almost exclusively in the East. "He 
heads for the nearest Rome, as the talented provincial always has and always will."

Once in Rome, the Westerner, innocent, rustic and square, learns that ideas he 
has heretofore revered are hopelessly outdated. He finds that his espousal of 
such things as heroism and the "heroic virtues—fortitude, resolution, magnanimity" 
look pretty peaked alongside the catalogue of non-virtues and anti-heroes embraced 
or at least accepted by his new colleagues: perversions of every stripe and more 
fundamental alliances with despair, anguish, guilt, alienation and disgust.

And so the dilemma. If he is at all perceptive, the Westerner has realized by 
now that the traditions of the land he came from are bogged down for the most part 
in a smug provincialism, the legacy of a middle class that is principally rural.
And yet he cannot assent to the excesses of his new environment, since only madness 
seems to lie in that direction.

At first glance, the problem seems too extravagantly simple. Surely there is 
more in the West than history, or the recounting of anachronisms. There must be an 
answer other than the acceptance of the modern West just as that, an anachronism. 
And surely writing outside the West is not inalterably headed for an eventual im
potence because of its preoccupation with death, degradation and futility. No one 
denies that there is an abundance of this kind of writing. But there is no univer
sal consent that no hope, no value, no salvation can be found for man in modern 
writing. Stegner himself, of course, does not try to prove that such is the case. 
He does attempt to point a middle way for the Western writer of whom he speaks, who 
"God help him, is a sort of majority product, and a belated and provincial one at 
that, formed by majority attitudes and faiths...," one who "still half believes in 
the American Dream."

Because of Stegner's insistence that there is a problem of abiding frustration 
here, it would be inaccurate to dismiss it as unreal, or to let stand a stricture 
of oversimplification. Stegner, as an established Western writer,appears to have 
been faced with just this sort of choice — admitting that there are stereotypes on 
both sides, admitting that there must be a way out somewhere, and yet never being 
able to arrive at any concrete solution or satisfying compromise. It is at this 
point that Stegner exposes a basic flaw which severly weakens any chance of a 
revivification of Western writing, virtually hamstrings the hopes ofa Westerner 
who wishes to salvage something of his own literary world: "why...should Western 
books so often strike us as dealing with a past which has no present?" He writes:

We (the major Western writers) have all written books that deal with the 
settlement and the mythic past, the confrontation between empty land and 
imported populations, which is the salient historical fact about the West, 
as about America at large. We have all found it difficult or impossible to 
make anything out of the contemporary West except as articles for Holiday,
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and when we have finished our most personal books, we have all taken refuge 
in history, fictionalized or straight,,
Part of the reason for this condition, as Stegner shows, is that Western 

writers as a whole have been unable to uncover any clear-cut Cause or common de
nominator which can bind them and their work to the contemporary West. The Jew has 
his centuries of persecution, as does the Negro. The urban man has the spiritual 
attrition born of technology, the Southern white a treasury of war and of racial 
guilt. The writer in the Southwest may draw on the modern effects of the Spanish 
colonization. In New England, there is a potpourri of theology, politics, commerce and agriculture.

As for the West, Stegner allows that it is difficult to discover "some way in 
which Western society and the western individual" are enmeshed. He suggests that 
one way may be through the development of the ’’symbolic orphan,” the celebrated 
Alienated Man. An obvious analogy in the West is the Indian, and here Stegner touch
es on a subject worth much exploration. Stegner also submits that there is "a 
common guilt for crimes against the land” in the West rivaling the nation’s guilt 
for crimes against the Negro — restating a favorite theme of Joseph Kinsey Howard.

But Stegner admits that such a fleshing-out of Cause or Sin has not yet taken 
place. ’’Until some Westerner,” he says, ’’manages to do for his part of the West 
what Faulkner did for Mississippi and discovers a usable continuity between past 
and present, Western literature is going to stay mired in the past." Indeed, what 
Faulkner and other successful regional novelists have done may be more of a key to 
the Western problem than has been suspected. Here, however, Stegner does not press 
his advantage. He concludes his piece with admonitions against Western imitations 
of alien ills and guilts, in particular ’’playing withdespair.” Such a game he 
says is usually justified on the basis of ’’indiscriminate compassion” which in turn 
can lead to the dissolution of ’’all moral discrimination." His prescription is that 
the Western writer, while he is searching to find himself, or as a means in the 
search, should remember that he springs from a tradition that is basically hopeful.
He asks the Westerner to recall that man is sometimes a "reasonably healthy animal 
and not an animal, in an urban zoo.” The emphasis should be, then, on what makes 
man good rather than on what makes him bad, and the Westerner’s own middle-class 
upbringing, ill-savored as it may be, can provide him with some of the impetus he 
will need. A "reforming impulse” in writing is required to counteract the prophe
cies of negation; "...the trouble with Modern Man...(in fiction)... is that Modern 
Man has quit." The Westerner, while owning up to his region’s faults and mistakes, 
should realize its strength: "... the only American society still malleable enough 
to be formed.” Stegner asserts, "We have the obligation to be ourselves even when 
it seems we are squares."

Stegner’s peroration, it seems to this observer, blurs several realities 
involving people, their emotions and literature; realities which make it imperative 
to claim that beating the bushes for Causes is only part of the answer to the up
dating of Western literature.

In the first place, although it is practically self-evident that there are 
writers in modern America who have given over to despair and then to mere titillation 
of sense, it does not seem fair (perhaps "honest" is better) to Western Literature 
to establish it as the reforming force which will set writing straight again. It 
may be that optimism and hope are characteristics of the West, but why twist them 
out of context and exploit them as propaganda? This, it seems, would be the only 
possible result if Western virtues are set in motion against foreign vices. Apart 
from oversimplification, this method threatens the separation between literary Art
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and morality which must be upheld if art is to be valid. This is to say that art 
should be its own justification; if it is honest, it must stand on its own, warts 
and all. Thus the growth of genuine Western literature will be hurt badly if its 
principle of life consists in its being only a moral voice — a voice in opposition 
to recognized evils in other portions of the vineyard.

That principle of life can be nothing other than life itself. This is a 
statement with which everyone agrees, since everyone admits that literature is sup
posed to reflect life. But the issue is: on whose terms? The only answer is on 
the terms which life imposes. And here emerges another perspective which provides 
a somewhat different foundation for Western writing than the one proposed by Stegner. 
This view gives some evidence for the belief that the Western writer is seriously 
mistaken if he thinks he has to be a square because he comes from a region that is square.

The basic ingredient to this view is not hope or despair but a realistic 
acceptance of all of the phenomena of the soul exhibited by man, the so-called 
"great themes"; love, hate, death, greed, pride, hope, despair, alienation and 
fulfillment are a few of them. If Western literature is square because it has 
up till now emphasized the optimistic, then, in this view, any kind of writing 
which habitually emphasizes the opposite is just as square. Western writing is a 
special case, however, because its greatest difficulty has been that its writers 
have not learned, or have been unwilling, to discuss the great themes in connection 
with their contemporary land.

It is unrealistic in the extreme to tolerate the notion that, because Western
ers live in a land which is still finding itself, they are somehow incapable of 
experiencing the universal tensions and joys felt by urban Jews, Negroes and South
ern Whites. To restrict their literature to the romantic, because historically optimism has been a dominant feature of the region, is to deserve the reproach of 
"square," and to make it doubly hard for any new approach to assert itself. It is 
quite true that the tensions experienced by a Negro living in Harlem are different 
from those of a rancher in Meagher County; but the difference is caused more by 
environment than by humanity. It takes a great writer, perhaps, to distinguish 
the blend between man, region and technology. A healthy regional literature should 
foster interplay between technology (which influences the West as well as the rest 
of the country), between at least some of the great problems and questions faced by man, and man himself.

Perhaps a key to why the major Western writers have "taken refuge in history" 
has been revealed inadvertently by Stegner himself. The reason, as might be 
expected, has something to do with religion, and carries extensive psychological 
implications. Virtually every Western writer who has achieved reputation falls into 
Stegner’s majority classification of white Protestant. And these writers have been 
bred in a form of mountain Protestantism which may not be as violent as that in the 
South, but which is at least as rigid and at least as emphatic of the "noble" virtues, 
of hope in a brighter tomorrow, and, most important, in the neo-Pelagian idea of the 
self-perfectability of man. This is a religious phenomenon which has managed to 
blend the Calvinism of the frontier working class with the abstract Deism of their 
contemporary aristocrats. It is a mixture of salvation through worldly success and 
salvation through self-improvement. It is the "traditional American innocence," 
the "American Dream."

In discussing the "dilemma" of the Western writer, Stegner may be stating some 
of the symptoms he felt himself on first being thrust into a society which did not 
believe that washing behind the ears and plowing a straight furrow were insurance
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of salvation. The effect on such a Western writer has to be frustration. He does 

not wish to embrace the excesses of others at the expense of his own tradition, but, 

if he is sensitive at all, he sees that he cannot be satisfied by the peculiarities 

of his own society.

The heart of the matter is that Stegner's Western writer appears to have been 
schooled — possibly against his own better instincts — that suffering, agony, 
anguish, despair, hatred and loneliness are weaknesses in man against which he must 
struggle, and, accordingly, which have no place in literature or anywhere else. 
Virility — synonymous with the frontier — cannot abide weakness. Those who undergo pangs of soul are less than human because they fail to hope, fail to take 
advantage of the ordinary means to an inevitable Perfectability. The ordinary means 
include usually the living of an upright, industrious life and the cultivating of 
proper companions.

Such a rigid canon practically excludes the concept, however vague, of grace — 
some form of the direct action of God in men9s lives. Because of this, it also 
excludes the possibility of redemptive suffering, the temptation to despair, and the 
very depth of soul which enables man to undergo great anguish or great joy. To a 
writer imprisoned by such an upbringing, it seems virtually dishonest to admit that 
characters set in his own region are capable of some of the agonies he sees about 
him when he travels or lives outside the West. He is tempted to forget that West
erners and those who live in other parts of the country share a common humanity.
All, in one manner or another, are both sufferers and revelers, and the serious 
writer cannot afford to ignore this fact.

A contemporary and valid Western literature will flourish or wither in pro
portion to a sense of connaturality — a kind of empathy — developed in its 
writers. This is a sense which is bom more of intuition than of mere observation; 
it can penetrate the human heart, and is compassionate, but not necessarily indis
criminate. It is a deep enough sense to perceive joy, pain and grace. And it is 
not entirely a matter of denominational religion. Faulkner, of whom Stegner speaks, 
possessed such a sense, and so has every other major novelist.

It is clear that the past cannot be forgotten, that the old frontier environ
ment is with us yet. And it is obvious that exploratory work should be done on the 
fundamental task of finding subject matter — the Indian, the land, the natural 
conservative of the mountains. But it is so much more vital to Western literature 
for the Western writer to first of all admit to himself that Western man can feel 
anguish.

THE SERMON

by Jack Me Guire

The July heat hovered and danced petulantly in dervish gusts, fluxing away 
fragments of the young minister's sermon delivered to the group gathered on a small meadow near the banks of Sheep Creek in western Montana, The tall smoothly-shaven 
preacher was posed on a gentle hump, from which he faced his audience sprawling 
comfortably near the edge of the stream's dense thicket. Occasionally the breeze 
caught up scraps of his address, tossing them to the gaunt Nez Perce Indian hiding 
in the willows along the creek bank. Lone Wolf lay on his bloated stomach and 
watched from the edge of the willows which straggled from the creek to form a background
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for the preacher's rapt congregation. The Indian sensed the intonations of Farson 
Wilson's wind-blown righteousness, but he understood only the crisp oily scent of 
the fish being fried by the New Hope congregation. Several faithful choir members 
hovered over the small wood range set up near the willows; so near the starving In
dian that the crackling whisper of the trout sent his tongue craving over his parch
ed lips.

The slender clergyman had reached the crux of his sermon, fluttering his soft 
white hands nervouslyt and his zealous eyes were burning into the Sunday haze as he 
raised his we 11-modulated voice into an emotional crescendo*. "Brethren, you must 
feel it in your hearts that this innocent child of the mountain shadows is your bro
ther in the spirit of the Almighty. For he has been despoiled by civilization and 
forced into sordid reservations. Let us not be as animals, but feel compassion, and 
mingle with this blameless one in the bosom of Nature." At the rear of the congre
gation a bewhiskered mountain man in greasy buckskins raised his right leg and broke 
wind noisily, prompting several young belles attired in the latest mail-order fash
ions of 1878 to sidle rather discreetly away, protecting the delicate air of their 
newly acquired sophistication. The young Parson, a recent arrival from the East, 
lingered over the words "noble savage" as he finished his sermon and flared his nos
trils like a prancing thoroughbred. The stolid Indian lurking in the willows felt 
only the red ants crawling up his protruding ribs and clustering around the open 
sores on his bare beck.

Lone Wolf rolled to his side now, furtively peering at the fifty-member 
congregation from Diamond City gathering at the smoking stove to partake of fish and of 
loaves baked the previous day. The Indian's bulging stomach was a leaden numbness 
which no longer ached. His blankly burning eyes had long since receded into the 
hollows of his forehead framed over the taut gauntness of his prominent cheekbones. 
Instinctively, he realized the utter hopelessness of seizing the tantalizing fish, 
and soon the rippling creek song bore his hunger to the deep pools where earlier he 
had longingly watched the lazy trout rise and sink in the quiet Sunday-morning 
coolness. His emptiness slowly ebbed as he touched his quivering mind to the icy 
draught, floating his soul higher and higher until it swam spinning and sparkling 
toward the headwaters where his heart wandered, softly treading the once-powerful 
medicine of his warrior blood.

Once again he slept peacefully near the banks of Ruby Creek in the north-west 
edge of the Big Hole Basin and softly stirred at the odd popping of firewood twigs 
which rose into sharper thuddings of an early riser chopping wood. Then the darkness 
trembled restlessly at strange poundings until something suddenly brushed the side 
of his tent and a booming echo of orange streaked with acrid fumes burned his eyes 
and he sprang, half-awake, out into the pre-dawn chaos of shouts and agonized shrieks 
of women and children mingling in the August frost. He was calmly firing a discarded 
Army carbine when a bugle wailed and the blue-jacketed specters filtered back across 
the steaming creek into the dark hillside.

Then his people were retreating again, leaving over a hundred and fifty women, 
children and old men hastily buried under the banks of Ruby Creek. Later they cross
ed many rivers, and wandered the route of their tribal buffalo hunt on the Yellow
stone. Small skirmishes and coups flashed until every element was alien, and each 
man, red or white, was an enemy.

The cold winter stillness descended about them there, as they turned north
ward, drawn by the false lodestone of shelter promised by the mighty Sitting Bull. 
Women and children suffered silently, and his mate was also abandoned, a cold 
trailmarker quietly huddled in the soft blueness of drifting snow. Later a strange
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evil spirit of sickness spread its ravaging wings, halting them in the Bear Paw Moun
tains, forty miles from their frozen rainbow in Canada, Here a frigid afternoon emp
tiness creaked outside the tent as he mutely stared at the blank button eyes of his 
two remaining children. Soon they were withered into pockmarked dolls in the growing 
gloom. and the demanding wind parted the flap, sweeping their rattling hulls into 
the February chillo

High above the fencampment, on a lonely, twilight-sparkled ridge, he, too, felt 
the fever as he weakly chipped at the frozen earth with his sharp knife until the 
feeble depression sealed off the curious circle of well-fed wolves0 His silent vigil 
shivered into the harsh dawn, and as he listened to the sharp rifle shots shattering 
the stricken camp below, his gaze blurred in ice-flecked salt and he slowly turned, 
alone now, sensing only a deep yearning for the quiet warmth of the Wallowa Valley of 
his youth.

Lone Wolf wandered homeward, seeking rebirth in the fresh green blaze of spring; 
but one by one his precious brass cartridges were spent to quiet the sharp rumblings 
in his stomach as it distended larger each empty day. He prowled through the lonely 
Smith River Country, hoping to steal a horse from an obscure range camp. But the 
tendrils of the feverish sickness implanted a mysterious weakness upon his soul, 
sapping him of the necessary strength and courage. Soon he merely grubbed in the 
shadows and smelled the simple friendship of men and the fruitful warmth flickering 
from remote log cabins.

One morning he stealthily lifted roosting hens from their perches in a dark 
shed, quietly wringing their necks and folding them into his shirt. Suddenly the door 
screeched open, silhouetting a buxom woman holding a pan in the early light filtering 
from the east. Lone Wolf sprang at the surprised woman and clamped a desperate claw 
over her mouth. She kicked and pounded at him until his rock-dulled blade at last 
pierced the soft pulsing of her throat and her animation spread hotly down his 
tattered doeskin shirt. Her arras slipped gently off his shoulders and she limply 
drew him to the floor where her faint wheezing mingled with the soft clucking of the 
curious hens. Lone Wolf stumbled into the grey darkness and lurched wildly toward 
the lurking blur of the trees. Something clamped him wetly around the neck, and as 
he weakly struck at the dangling long-handle underwear, he heard the thin wail of a nurseling infant.

Lone Wolf threshed violently in the willows, as if he were drowning?and some
where a dog was barking an alarm. His mind struggled against the stream's current 
until it at last gave up, and began floating downstream to the reality of the New Hope 
picnic. The sharp dog sound came again, piercing his wandering visions until they 
held no more meaning than the melting of winter snow. His hunger throbbed again as 
he awoke and stared, almost hypnotically, at the small brown puppy gaily scampering 
around a busy five year old girl. The little girl was a latecomer, having arrived 
with her parents just as the congregation members finished their meal. Her long 
curls flounced on the white coolness of her dress as she tripped through the rest
ing church members, and helped gather up the remains of the meal. Her thin white- 
stockinged legs flashed shining black heels in sweet cadence to a tinkling red-ribbon
ed bell around the neck of her pursuing puppy. Lone Wolf moaned softly as his hot 
eyes clung to the tender pup, and the Parson's full voice swelled into a thankful 
prayer to the Almighty for a bountiful repast.

The Indian pursed his dry lips and barked the soft yip of a young female fox.
The dog froze behind the busy child who was picking up the leftover fish and bread, 
and his short ears raised in interest. He pranced several steps from the noisy con- 
gregation, barking bravely at the bushes. Lone Wolf yipped hopefully and the pup
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skipped toward the thicket, holding his eager tail erect, but the girl dropped her 
basket and ran to her "naughty Shep," scolding him with a maternal freckled face.
She picked the dog up, carrying him back to the conversing parishioners where she 
placed him near her baskets.

Lone Wolf wilted and choked down bitter gulps of bile. The little girl was in
tently stacking her seven baskets of fish and loaves into a large wooden larder box 
when the hem of her frilly dress caught on a splinter. The Indian was instantly on 
his hands and knees, barking a quivering yip. "Shep" stood up, and trotted toward 
the handful of dry grass which Lone Wolf desperately thrust out of the willows, sha
king it violently. Just as the child carefully slid the loose threads over the sliv
er and turned around, she saw her puppy sniffing into the thicket where something 
brown blurred and the dog vanished.

The little girl whispered threats against her "bad doggie" as she stepped into 
the dense thickness; then she gasped and grew still, so dreadfully quiet that she 
heard the splashing of the creek. From out of the soft darkness of the shadows a 
round, emaciated face loomed, so tallowishly tinged and' flecked with crusted pits 
framed by sparse black braids which were lafted with dead twigs and dry grass. 
Spittle-edged lips mouthed drooling moans as the strange man held something with 
a pinkly bulging stomach that warmly quivered. He tugged wildly at the fuzzy thing, 
making it rip softly, and as he jerked it free, a muffled little bell tinkled.

The child walked haltingly back to the New Hope congregation, her right stock
ing drooping, and as she clutched at her mother’s leg she mumbled; "Mama, Mama."
Her mother, interrupted in a biblical dispute with Parson Wilson, looked at her 
daughter sternly; then she exclaimed; "Why you naughty, naughty girl. You’ve 
messed your pantsV’ Thirty-three years later her daughter would die, still lost in 
her dreams, continuing to mess her pants; but deep in the shade, Lone Wolf used his 
dull knife to feast while the late afternoon haze drifted into lengthening shadows.
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MAN ON CAMPUS
by Karolyn Varela

The black-cloaked figure loomed out of the descending dusk, the wind whipping 
his heavy robe against his legs with each stride. One massive hand encompassed a 
familiar black book, and the dying sun outlined his somber blackness with a last 
flare of fading color.

A few minutes before, I had looked up from the sidewalk and had seen the setting 
sun give the clouds an eerie rainbow light, a glow which had seemed to generate from 
within their pillowy bodies. The flaming sky with its brilliant reds, golds, and 
oranges was burning itself out. The resplendent colors were waning, though still 
flamboyant. The pale cool lavender, pink, and yellow brush=strokes were slowly, but all too quickly vanishing into the darkening blue. It was then that I chanced 
to see him leisurely sauntering across the deserted campus, his form silhouetted 
against the mist of receding light.

It was perhaps a precious moment of quiet for him, a peaceful, though short 
lull in the usual hectic confusion of campus life. Rest and contentment filtered 
into his heart from the creation present to him: the soft, relaxing breeze, the green 
grass, chill and moist, the young trees waiting only for the first frost to end 
their lives.

I felt a Presence there and somehow I knew he did, too. I watched. He wand
ered toward the grotto, quickening his pace as he neared. The encasement stood 
hidden from view—almost isolated. It was to that gray rocky shelter that he came.
He knelt on the cold stone and suddenly I felt like an intruder. Taking one last 
glance, I turned and fled into the oncoming night.
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OPAQUE AWP GLISTER

by Mtfee Pu^tf

Ct/aAwJ W/tw-tfce AweatA and pleoAuaeA 
Toole*A, Ouive fa*. faathe*. 
iFulle*.?) touch aAcendA pottea'A wheel. 
To palm-ca*CAA boAom-potA faom 
Fo*mleAA clay and vaguely Aatlate 
Fo*me*. fall-{lllA {Inally,

Though, tang o{ clay cloyA quickly oa 
Joy o£ jay wltheAA at eggA and neAtA 
Canee*:, Still, each ploy play to 
FlfiAt faollc~pe*k o*. Aniak Inne*. 
Thl*At o\ {allow-{ollow-wo*k.

Clay c*umbleA—duAt to dust
RetuanA—fa*med. unfa/mA
Slowe*. than mothea, dead; but Atilt 
ConaodeA peak by peak.
Clay may
Decay—un{o*m.
Hold, mold, mold, mold, ■

GUaIc*

Hold! Mould, mould, mould, Flnge*A 
Fondle bolt—buageon 
Clot to tongue and Aoul-Aeam,~AC*.eam, 
SHOAe, w*ack, waeak, wuench, teaAe, 
TaAAell! And g*.eaAe-g*ound g*.owA 
Faint fa*m faom {al*ly faldA,

Soul, {o*m~{llle*.] once
Squeezed, can't clot—
Idea AhunA death o*. any
Tinging, Jet, ambea, chalk,
Once blent, won't dlAcolo*.,
B*lck night Apllnte*, Plan.
When {leAhed, can't {lee, Ahould body 
Fly,

Mould then, faage Ided-deaayleAA-- 
To build lmio*talA, thuA 
Feed the meatal-belly-gnaw 
By Aueglng fatly, no*. {oily, a pant 
One'a Heant, Clay, men may 
C*uAh to w*ench a thought—
Become the maAtea'A piece.
Peace, peace, peace, peace.
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THE BEST YEARS
by Sally Davis

I remember that the winter wind howled a mournful siren-cry that day. The two 
of us were in a classroom with the blinds drawn shut against the outside world, but 
the roar of the wind invaded the room and sounded sad and restless. That sound— 
always present, always changing—drew our attention away from the history project 
that we had stayed after school to finish and toward ourselves. Paul pushed his 
Chair beck from the desk as though he were going to the window to pull back the blind 
and discover what was behind it. He stopped before he had moved from his chair, for 
he knew what the shade hid from our view. He turned slightly so that he was facing 
me squarely and looked at me intently, seriously for a few seconds before asking, 
’•Have you ever wanted to just walk out? To go someplace, anyplace and when you get 
there to keep on going? Have you?” The last ‘’have you” was almost a cry. His 
blue eyes searched my face for an answer. “You know, Peg, I don’t know who I am, and 
I'm afraid to find out. I’m afraid of what God wants.” He went on quietly, “I
reach out for an answer, and sometimes I almost get close. But then I pull away.
I can't accept it. I can’t accept the future.” His voice was almost a whisper now, 
and he was no longer talking to me. He stared toward the window, toward the sound of
the wind. It had dropped its voice for a moment to prepare for the gust which we
both knew would come.

I tried to think of something to say to Paul to give him the answer that he 
wanted, but there was nothing I could say that wasn't trite and meaningless. Besides 
he knew what he had to do. He knew that he couldn't run from himself; he had to 
face it alone.

The big gust of wind finally came. It sent its shrill whistle through the 
air and banged against the window of our room. Paul got up from his chair and 
walked to the blind. I followed a few steps behind. His hand rested on a slat and 
for a moment he hesitated, then quickly, resolutely he raised the slat and let in a 
slice of light from the outside. All that was visible through the narrow slit was 
a small sapling willow being bent and battered by the ruthless wind. It twitched 
from right to left in a funny agonized dance. It stood alone,

Paul let the slat drop from his grasp. He turned his back to the window and 
stared at the floor. "These are the best years of your life.” he said bitterly, 
Violently, and to himself.

TO FORM A CHERUB
by Judy sieA.bznz

Tendzn jzzt on &tonz& wWL bZzzd— 
CaAAint! £Uz you. v&ttm 
WaXcftmen max. and .sca/t yow. tzzd,

Hung/iy tnincU on youa& vaitt £zzd— 
Caaz^ut! EUe. youa Minton 
Way& bzzomz thzin gotpzt zazzda
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SUNDAY; REST DAY
by Mike Duffy

’Those idiots had no ideal It was plain madness to teach kids like that such 
horrid things so young. And dangerous too! What if they grew up and turned out like 
me. Then their parents would learn,” Hank stilted stiffly toward her apartment, 
incensed by her encounter with the neighborhood kids and bustled because of a worry 
for her own children. She’d left them alone for about thirty minutes while she shop
ped at the nearest market.

People were plainly mistaken to entrust kids with words like that. What with 
the thrills they were putting in radio programs, it was quite possible the kids 
might pick up ’facts of life’ earlier than they did when she was young. Anyway, 
it did no good to the kids themselves or certainly to the ones ridiculed. She 
exchanged her clattering pace for a slackened stomping while picturing again the 
potential urchins (anything was possible) squealing behind her as she strode along 
the sidewalk to the flat. Fancy her consternation when they started jeering. Due to 
propriety,, she was forced to disregard the brazen taunts as if the kids couldn’t 
possibly mean her. The saucy jeer itself still tingled and incensed her. "Whore, whore S”

She reached her flat, unlocked the door and received the eager embraces of her 
two young boys, ages four and five, with a degree of coolness resulting from her 
experience with the neighborhood youths. She clunked the groceries on the yellow 
oilskin tablecloth and hastily washed the potatoes she’d fry for dinner. Hank’s 
dining hour was s.et each afternoon for three-thirty and she sped to have things 
ready by then. The boys loved fried wieners and Hank’s mother had sent home-canned 
green beans. Dinner was thus speedily prepared. While the meat-rationing had been 
on she’d used boullion cubes to assure the boys protein. Now, with the war ended and 
her earnings steadily increasing, promise of less harsh days enticed her to somewhat 
plushier plans.

The early supper hour had become habit now, for the baby-sitter arrived about 
five after four and Hank was determined not to sacrifice her evening meal with her 
boys. Hank had to leave by four-fifteen at the latest; it was a ten minute walk 
to the ’apartment’ and she had to be prepared for work by four-thirty. On Sundays 
things were better, for she worked from seven in the morning until six in the evening 
and had all of Sunday night at home.

She'd begun her job as a prostitute three months after the last baby was born 
and six months after her husband was killed in the war. He had been eighteen and 
she nineteen when they married, and the first baby had been born precisely one month 
after their wedding. The second came following her husband’s death and she started 
whoring as a temporary task to pay bills. Soon, however, she grew reluctant to quit. 
She rationalized; "As long as those idiot men pay for what I was born with, why not 
continue this simple means of self-support?” She earned adequate wages, the Ameri
cans won the war, and she could spend almost the entire day home with her boys.

Tonight, though, she was unnerved by her unsavory reputation and the lack of 
feminine friends in the block demanded by their ’sophisticated’ reaction to her 
occupation. Yet, to her, whoring was no more than a readily available means of sup
port and the tinge attached to it perplexed her. Not having a husband to mistrust, 
the problem was beyond her imagining.
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The ostracism she had received that day returning from market still disturbed 
her. It was worth wondering whether her boys might not encounter some trouble in 
school through their mother's profession. Hank seriously studied the problem. It 
was useless to disregard the scarring the boys might face and the stigma which 
would obviously envelop them. Actually, she assured herself, she had taken this job 
as prostitute, not for pleasure, but to help her boys along. Now they were ready to 
enter public school and would be forced to meet the 'social superiors* of the dis
trict which might become intolerable for them if*their mother were to keep her 
present occupation. Actually, she again reminded herself, it was for the boys' 
sake she had begun the job and if the task were to impair them, she decided, she 
had best stop the job right away.

The old woman arrived just then (it had gotten to be four-fifteen) and Hank told 
her she didn't feel well and wouldn't be going to work that day. Hank said that by 
tomorrow she'd return to work and would need a baby-tender again. Hank intended 
never to return, yet if she did somehow, she thought it best the children had spe
cial, practical care. The old woman left and Hank again fell to thinking of the job.

If she continued as prostitute her own boys would gain only injuryo But were 
she to quit, when she was just starting to advance, she might be pressured to become 
a cleaning-woman, a house-maid, or even baby-tender. That would hardly suffice.
Hank fully rejected these inferior labors. Why, many men had whispered that if things 
had gone right, she might have become a movie actress0 She could not be seen on her 
knees scrubbing floors! Yet the boys had to be thought of. She felt horribly 
criminal for thinking of herself instead of her kids. But who could put up with 
mopping floors for a living?

Hank determined that even though she'd taken the job for the boys' good, they 
weren't the only family members. As she simmered the thought of kneeling and 
scrubbing, her decision snapped to the fore. The boys could suffer a bit. After all 
she*d suffered for them. She would continue her job until age robbed her of it.
Even at that, with perseverence, she might someday reach the peak of madame. Then 
the boys, even if they should have trouble in school, would have a plush existence; 
one that couldn't be dreamt of if their mother labored as scrubwoman.

When Hank pattered to work the next afternoon, her high heel caught in a crack 
in the sidewalk and wrenched off. She carried it in her hand to work and then 
home again the following morning.

YOU AND I AND MY MDRAL FIBER

by Kathleen Ann Smith

you anile, you move, 
I begin to weaken; 
you laugh,
I begin to shred; 
you touch my hand,
I start to tear; 
you kiss me...
I turn to thread!



THE BLACK TRIO
by Suzanne Krebsbach

Something strange must have awakened me that night, because I was bone-weary 
from all the pranks and picnicking of a summer weekend,, I lay in the soft warm dark
ness and tried to place the noise. Grampa was moving around in the next room and I 
crept out to see what had happened,

He was hastening on his dirty trousers and torn faded shirt. He thrust his 
bare feet into rundown slippers, and his head jerked around as he noticed me in 
the doorway,

’’Old Josie just brought a message, Madeline’s sick --.she was doin’ a lot of 
flirting this afternoon and Preacher was drunk and belted her one in the guts.
I’ve got to get him. You better come along; I don’t want you to stay here alone,’’
He looked like an angry, overgrown leprechaun with his receding iron gray hair 
standing on end, tousled by sleep. His eyes glinted in the feeble light as he 
checked the blade of his Bowie knife and tightened his belt,

I stepped into a pair of jeans and moccasins. Something very important must 
be in the wind to get Grampa out to hunt for Preacher just because Preacher’s 
girlfriend was sick, Madeline was a scrawny nigger gal with kinky orange hair.
She had Preacher so entranced that he’d jump at every pearly flash of her teeth.
She had an ingratiating way of smiling which made me think she knew some dread
ful secret about my past and that she might be bent on some midnight vengeance.

Madeline lived with her aunt, Old Josie, who was said to be a witch and who 
ran an illegal still in the marsh, Madeline drank much of the still's output 
herself and sold the rest to the owner of the Hole, the toughest hangout in Fidelity. 
She worked as a maid for my aunt. Preacher, her man, worked for Grampa.

Preacher was the biggest, blackest Negro in Fidelity. When he chopped wood 
or shoveled coal for Grampa his muscles rippled like steel cords under his glis
tening skin. He sang while he worked: slow haunting spirituals as he began the 
day's laborJ then as the day progressed, he'd mix rousing, pulsing chanties learned 
on China freighters with chain gang songs he knew from his boyhood. Music made him 
tender, compassionate. He rumbled melodies that seared the mind like a piece of 
sun or caressed like moonglow. He had a power in his body that burst out in his 
voice,catching a listener in a grasp of wild rhythm,

Grampa, a short man, could move quickly when Preacher was concerned, and I 
had to trot to keep up with him. We were headed for the Hole and I understood 
why he had checked his knife. The tough bucks would be there after the day's 
catfish fry to drink Josie's brew and to fight,

I felt the warm powdery dust yielding under my feet, and the night air clung 
like the soft touch of a hand, moist and warm, I could vaguely make out, in the 
tropic darkness, the rickety nigger shacks and yards nearly engulfed in small 
fragrant mountains of Cape Jasmine and wisteria. I had played in those yards 
with the ragged little kids who called me "Miss Wilms,” and had slept under those 
bushes during the heat of the day. I knew every inch of that dirt road, but at 
night the yards looked bewitched; they spoke of weird things.
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Lights from the Hole glowed like huge malevolent eyes in the gloom-*-1 wished for 
home. Raucous laughter,mingled with the discordant strains of a five-stringed banjo, 
filtered through the warm night0 Grampa tightened his belt again,, then strode through 
the door while I cowered outside and peered in from the windowo

Inside, a rancid haze of smoke from smudge pots, ancient Indian tobacco and 
pungent marijuana whirled and eddied around people and tables. The atmosphere was 
pregnant with the stench of human bodies and cheap beer,

Grampa stood in the doorway8 stiff and resolute as he slowly surveyed the drunken 
inhabitants. Then he spotted Preacher slumped over a corner table, Grampa shook 
him. Preacher raised his head and shook out the fog, bellowing at Cramp, “What the 
hell ya want?” Grampa bent down and said something in a low voice. Preacher’s 
ebony face0 beaded with a liquored sweat,, faded to a sallow yellow as the skin grew 
taut across his cheek bones. He got up slowly, grabbed a-bottle of rotgut and 
followed Grampa out the door, I crept along behind the two in the lonely darkness.
We were headed for Madeline’s, and I didn’t like the idea of visiting her and Old 
Josie with Preacher drunk.

Old Josie answered our knock and squinted myopically into the darkness, her 
wrinkled face splitting into a grin as she saw us. ’’Come in," she cackled. For an 
instant Josie seemed to hover in birdlike movements before she fluttered back into 
the shadows.

The shack was scarcely larger than an outhouse and furnished sparsely with a 
single rickety iron bed, a rush-bottomed chair and a three-legged table, A sooty 
log in the hearth flickered and spun weird dervishes dancing across the earth floor 
and up the filthy walls. Madeline was a pathetic lump in the dark covers, her thin, 
dusky face tight with pain.

Preacher grabbed her skinny shoulders and shook her. "What is it?" he cried,
"Is it ’cus I hit ya? Madeline, honey!"

"You took my baby," she said slowly in a voice taut with hate. "You done killed 
him! Now there’s nothin’ left. Nothin’ at all,oo" Then she shriveled ghostlike into 
the greyish pillows, leaving only her enormous shining eyes and that awful orange hair

Old Josie flicked a withered hand out of the gloom, handing Preacher a tin cup 
of foul-smelling liquid ladled from the cauldron hanging over the fire. Brackish 
wisps of vapor from the swaying kettle drifted through the roomo Preacher forced 
Madeline to drink some of the concoction. She writhed and twisted, screaming invec
tives in a strangled voice. She appeared to be struggling with the potion.

Preacher turned to Josie, "Ya done put the evil eye on her, I didn’ hurt my 
Madeline," he pleaded, "It was you!" He turned to the now quiet form in the bed, "Darlin’g" he moaned softly, "^"cTarlin’ Madeline, don’ die on me, honey. What will 
I ever do without ya?" Then Preacher crumpled, gouging his eyes with dirty fingers 
as he sobbedo

Josie shuffled about in front of the hearth, muttering strangely to herself 
and shaking a mandrake root in her hand. She cut a chunk from the middle and dropped 
it into the black pot, "Dat oughta fix it mo’ betta. She get good now," Firelight 
jumped fitfully and cast hellish shadows over her contorted face. Preacher grabbed 
the doll root from her hands.
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"If yo brew make Madeline die, Satan hisself won’t be able ta help ya."
A soft moan labored from the depths of the crumpled bed. Madeline lay like a 

wax doll, too still. Her frantic hands, clutching at the last remnants of life, 
slowly lost their grip. I wheeled out of the door and ran all the way home, my tears spilling onto the dark, dusty road.

BLUEBELLS
by Tom Tokarski

Do bluebells Sing
And echo in a 

Hollow,
Ring hellos 

in dells 
of other 
Bluebells?

If they do,
Do they chant

of morning dew 
(and ants)

As some bluebells 
Who dwell 
in pastures Chat and recant 
of rapture 
without bells?

Do bluebells 
ever echo

In a valley 
Without whys

the hellos 
of first meadows?
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THE WOODEN DOOR
by Jim Hunt

I was fourteen that sunny Saturday afternoon that we parked our car in front of 
the small convalescent hospital in Sacramento. We were there to see Harry Carver, 
a long-time friend of my folks. He was staying at this hospital for rest and con
tinual care, prior to an operation on his heart. That same evening he was scheduled 
to be moved to one of the main hospitals in Sacramento, where his operation was to 
take place the following Tuesday. Our family hadn’t seen Mr. Carver for over a year- 
he had been living about a hundred and twenty miles north of us in Richmond--but when 
we heard from a mutual friend that he would be undergoing a very serious type of sur
gery, ray parents decided to drive up to Sacramento that weekend. It was out of a 
sense of duty rather than true sympathy that I decided to go with my parents and ten- 
year old sister, Claudia.

The courtyard in front of the hospital was spacious and bright. About twenty 
aged men and women, most of them in wheelchairs, were sitting in the warm August 
sunlight. Some were accompanied by friends and relatives—little groups chatting 
quietly. But the majority sat stiffly alone, oblivious to time and motion, seeming 
not to notice the soft warm breezes that gently whished down from a clear blue sky. 
Very few of them noticed the pink cabbage moths which fluttered over the camellia
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bushes bordering the courtyard,,
After walking through this outer court to the front door, my sister and I endured 

the formality of wishing good health to the wrinkled man lying in a bed near the door, 
Mr, Carver looked like he might die before reaching the operating table. While the 
adults talked nonsense and reminisced, my sister and I were left to our own resources, 
Claudia ran back to the car and rolled down all the windows so the breeze could blow 
through the car while she lay on the back seat and read Little Women, I sat down in 
the lobby, which consisted of three straight-backed chairs with~green leather cushions 
for seats. The chairs stood in a solemn row opposite the office counter, near the 
door of the main entrance.

This door was a stolid thickness of darkly stained wood which was pierced by a 
small window at eye-level, I was sitting on the end chair next to the door when it 
opened slightly, closed, and opened again just a few inches. No one entered, I 
watched the door quaver, as if held by a restless spirit, I stood up and cautiously 
peered through the window to the courtyard. As I looked down, my gaze met a pair of 
pale grey eyes squinting through old-fashioned steel-frame glasses. An old woman of 
seventy-five or eighty was sitting in a wheelchair, one hand straining backwards on 
a wheel, the other pulling at the door handle. Her withered hands fluttered in im
patient movements against the unyielding weight of the door. It was too much for 
her to cope with, so I opened the door and held it while she tried to push her chair 
through the entrance.

But the threshold was too high. The wheels caught, so I pushed the chair over 
the sill and rolled it into the middle of the lobby. The woman bent her wrinkled 
neck and turned around, peering at me over one frail shoulder. Without speaking she 
quizzically surveyed my face out of the corner of her eye; and I began to feel un
comfortable, Then I asked if I could take her to her room, and she pointed a thin 
arm down the right corridor0 I wheeled her down the glittering hall faintly scented 
with disinfectant and stopped at the doorway she indicated. She made no attempt to 
carry on herself, so I pushed her into the room, stopping between the two beds. The 
room was oppressively hot, I opened the Venetian blinds a little, letting bars of 
the afternoon sun stream across the beds, spilling onto the floor.

Then I didn’t know what to do and just stood there0 Twisting her head again to 
look at me, she pursed her lips slightly and quavered in a thin voice,

’’You know my John?”
’’Who?”
’’John, my son. He lives in Michigan, He comes to see me on weekends,”
Confronted with the strange intensity of her words, I hesitated a moment, then blurted,
’’That’s nice,”
She began to mumble, struggling with sonething in. her lap which resembled a seat 

belt. There was one across her chest , too. She loosened the lower strap, but the 
upper one had been strategically placed and she couldn’t reach the buckle,

I was beginning to wonder why she had to be strapped in; I was afraid of her 
then, so I stammered,
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"Why don't you wait.....wait until the nurse gets here; she’s coming; she’ll 
do it for you. She knows how to do it."

But she continued straining and struggling. 1 put my hand on her shoulder, 
trying to get her attention. Suddenly she grabbed my hand and held it in her lap, pleading,

"JohnI John, help me! Don't leave me.”
She was begging now and 1 was breathing fast. I didn’t know what to say, so 

with a frantic wrench I jerked my hand free and ran to the doorway. There were 
tears in my eyes but I explained to her,

"I've got to go now. I'll see you. Bye."
And I ran down the immaculate corridor, out the heavy door, and hurried to thecar.

VARIATIONS ON A THEME BY ELIOT
by Marge Gully

We are the hollow men,
We are the stuffed men.
Leaning together
Headpieces filled with straw. Alas!

("The Hollow Men"—T. S. Eliot)

We are the men and women who walk the streets and sit on barroom stools and 
occupy the empty chairs in railroad stations and hotel lobbies. We are the men 
and women who follow the crowd with no place to go, who wander past the lighted 
houses in the evening and wonder what it would be like if we too could walk up 
a sidewalk, open a door, pick up an evening paper and draw the drapes to care* 
fully exclude the rest of the world before settling into the chair in the living 
room. We are the men and women of bitterness and sadness, who live in the Never* 
Never Land, the I-Don't-Care Land, the Kingdom of the Dead, constructed from the 
tears that the dead can no longer shed and from the world called "lost,"

Eliot speaks our words for us better than we, the subjects of the Dead Land, 
could speak them, because there are no words to bridge the gap between the Never* Never Land and the world wherein you and the rest of mankind dwell. I could try 
to tell you of Our Land, but you could never understand. You might smile, or 
puzzle, or weep with incomprehension over the words that I could tell you but you could not know the Dead Land for what it is or why it is. Rather than 
describe Our Kingdom in the foreign words, I will introduce you to my friend, 
who lives within the depths of our Dead Land, and from this meeting you may draw 
an understanding into why it is that we are there.
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His name is Sean and he lives in a place called ’’house" or some such thing 
(direct translation imposes difficulties) and he has dark hair and a nose and mouth 
and eyes and does not seem so very different from you. But he came to our Kingdom of 
the Dead when he was lost and he will never leave and thus he is so very different 
from you. You could ask him why he came here, and he would teTT you, "Because I 
died." But I will tell you more of why he came.

There was a day a million years ago when the sky was clear and an airplane 
flew overhead and at 2 o’clock in the afternoon he screamed to the sky and the 
airplane and mostly to himself, "I will not serve!” And he died. Just like that.
So in the year 998,037 B.C., at two minutes after 2 o’clock in May, he arrived in 
the Never-Never Land.

And for Today and Tomorrow and Forever he can never never love, and never never 
smile. He has no time, for there is never a place that he. must be or can be or want 
to be. He can never cry for the strange little Sad-Man who lost his job because he 
stuttered and because he mumbled and because he was afraid when Mankind laughed at 
him; he can never raise a family or feed pigeons or hiss at the villain in a meld-* 
drama. He can never read a poem, become wise, laugh at a dirty joke with the guys 
at the fire station. And he can never pray.

ENDING; May I bring a message to the world, a message from Sean and I and the 
rest of the subjects of the Dead Land: You who fear death, the death of body, the 
death of suffering, do not be afraid. Death is a state that you will never know, 
and that we know so wello

We, the hollow men — we, the dead men, chorus together with this endless 
cry: It does not matter that our bodies die; it only matters that our souls are dead,

A GREEN-TURFEV GLEN

by James F. Bytnes

Let us fand a gteen-tutfad glen
AX the side o$ a quiet staeam—
Shate out sectet with a passing men
Sit idly thete and dteamo
Let the days that have gone befate ptedlet

the yeats to fallow afaett 
Heat within out fantasy

Each the othet’s laughtet;
Watch the watet as the tipples ttace
Joy and sottow on Its faowing face
Fot all the events ofi llfa must pass save we
Who t by ptayet-eatned gtace,

Can have out love etetnally,,
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HIE SEARCHER
by (Nomad)

Wandering in a confused maze,
Untaken by cult or life,
Ever roaming, afraid to gaze 
into a world of endless strife.

His answer always a morrow away,
Tune passed by a wasting soul, 
Yearning yields but grievous dismay 
While searching for a hidden goal.

Once he paused at Faith's front door, 
Hoping a glance of life to find,
Only to shudder and will no more 
Sight of self that pained the mind.
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THE DAWNING
by Jack Me Guire

The cold darkness softly tingled with brittle hints of another dawn. Cold 
tendrils of cross breezes were less subtle now8 and tensed into an expectant harmony 
of their role as first watchers of the- soft light creeping from the east. Jake's 
cautious hunter steps barely disturbed their hushed whisper; yet the snowy shadows 
at the tree bases grew into extended curiosity which matured as blue-grey figures 
recoiling from the advancing light0

The sun’s presence pierced the pine tree silhouettes8 and faintly softened into 
whitish contours at the ridge’s snowy cresto Jake8 the hunter8 felt only a bitter 
awareness of the dark’s chill retreating from daylight8 and heard only the labored 
hammering of his heart. He was fatigued after the two-hour climb up the steep ridge 
in the dark. He cursed a nagging pain in his side; but he drove himself onward8 just 
as he had driven himself in a few brilliant years to the presidency of Hart and Hart 
Enterprises.

Jake stopped to rest near a saddle on the open top of the ridge. He was tired8 
very tired8 and he reluctantly admitted his approach to middle age. He no longer 
felt like himself. His former durability was now a ragged need for air8 and he 
sensed a strange alienation from his surroundings. Even his faded mackinaw refused 
to blend into the sparse pines bordering the saddle8 and his mind quivered as if it 
were trapped between the brittle dawn and an abscess of self-identity. The dawn's 
inexorable reality impaled his vulnerable Self8 and soon drenched his mind in a hot8 
sticky awareness of his past life0
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Uneasy impressions of the past filtered through Jake’s consciousness, and once 
more he saw himself in love with the seductive joy of a frugal existence on a small 
ranch—an obscure log house painted in tears and sweat by a callused hand on the 
gentle slope of a green mountain. Then he saw hew he had trekked to the city, find- 
ing a new challenge in a sparkling commercial realm. Here life had changed as his 
presence with nature receded from the increasing demands of competition. Yet the 
temptation of income opportunities had not stifled that inner yearning which nurtured 
his authenticity with nature; for this same drive had also been the source of his 
dynamic business life. But as Jake had been more and more caught up in the web of 
Hart and Hart, communion with his true Self had become less and less frequent, until 
in the prosperous years of middle age he had found it almost impossible to retreat 
to his replenishing haunts, even on the symbolic first day of elk hunting,

Jake awoke to the clinging chill and forced himself onward, softly crunching 
through the thin powdered snow. Farther up the ridge there would be elk; every 
year of his manhood there had been elk here on the fifteenth of September, and 
he had always been able to prove himself.

When Jake plodded onto the familiar meadow, he felt only a dull void in his 
heart as he vaguely saw where the open ridge melted into a chaotic pine stand, 
laced by windfalls struggling up into the Tamarack-sprinkled base of a bleak granite 
peak. He experienced no anticipated awareness of the hunt; then he frantically lurched 
toward a gaunt pine before him, and blindly clutched at an unfriendly branch,
Jake's white hand painfully slid off the rough bark, and he sat down hard at the 
base of the tree,

Jake trembled in a trapped bewilderment, and the strange tree supporting his 
back gave no consolation. He felt so terribly alone as something deep inside began 
to slip. He shuddered while a leaden nausea swelled into a throbbing haze; yet his 
eyes focused on the brooding peak in a brittle clarity of its creviced fingers reach
ing down into blackish patches of ice. The meadow no longer held a meaning or 
warmth for him; then his mind fluttered in fear of itself, and screamed through a 
shattered chaos of fleeing thoughts and impressions,

Jake groaned, rolling his head from side to side. The outer world coldly burned 
on his flushed cheeks, while something hot inside the splinters of his mind fought 
against the cold. He broke into a clammy sweat which strangely itched as he des
perately tried to focus his blinking eyes on the moronic white glare of the meadow.

Nothing! Nothing at all. A dull neutral haze quietly blanketed the hostile forest as his ears rang and sputtered. He began to feel buoyant, so softly aloft 
and without any awareness of existence. Inside the void of his mind, flotsam bobbed 
in two faintly measured rivulets of thought-growing, hurtling, then ebbing until 
they swelled and crested into two dull roars of wildly flashing cataracts of consciousness.

One stream of thought pounded into the other until Jake shrieked in anguish.
The one existence clamored until it at last annihilated the other. Then Jake shud
dered and his jaw dropped into a weird grimace. His chalky face quivered and twitched 
while reshaping itself into a new mold of sly determination,

Jake felt all hollow greyness as he shakily clambered to his feet. He was chilled 
and only one sense of awareness ebbed in his mind, sluggishly swirling and 
eddying in brackish sensibility. He efficiently stamped his numb feet, glanced at 
his watch, failing to notice the receding itch of a pinkish rash, and very confident
ly strode down the ridge, without glancing back at the gesturing, dawn-sparkled meadow.
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IN APPRECIATION, TO P. C.

by Kathleen Ann Smith

Vull and dim
weAe all my wincLi 
and all my dead depths 
unbounded.
Battened I wa&g
and bwiiAzd, by my 
neap tide, dzzp in&idz 
and yet unbonn.
All the poundings 
found no voiez but dzipain 
in iilznt tunbulencz,

Voun many wind& bnoke 
my stagnant iunfocz 
and all my jztti&oned joy& 
floated 44.ee/
Now zveny &tnong iunz wave 
bzat& thci tunz: 
should nonz but you 
mza&ufiz my depth,
I would bz content.

RAW FLESH IN THE HOT SUN
by James Fo Byrnes

The chaplain and the doctor crouched up to the lieutenant's position,, The 
two were fast friends, The doctor made it clear to everyone that he was a doctor 
first, and then he gave thought to being a Marine,, The chaplain also made it clear 
to everyone that he thought of his true vocation first, which was the priesthood, 
and then he gave thought to being a Marineo
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The doctor was shorter than the chaplain, and his clothes never fit in the type 
manner that Marines clothe themselves; but the chaplain looked and conducted himself 
like a Marine, keeping a trim appearance at all times® They were alike in another 
respect; they often amazed the men with their knowledge of warfare.

The doctor was, to many of the men, a comical character. His clothes fit him 
in a loose fashion, which seemed deliberate, and the seat of his pants was always 
stained with mud, as though he had chosen the muddiest place he could find to sit®
He was short of stature and over-weight for his height, and he seemed vain about 
it. He was recognized by the men as "The baggy little bastard with the dirty ass,” 
The corpsmen often told the men of the division that they were fortunate to have him 
attached to their outfit. The experience of the war had proven this claim. It 
was often said that anyone who had gone under the doctor's knife was a lucky son of 
a bitch. Yet, the men felt a deep devotion to the doctor because whatever other 
manifestation he might have exhibited of his disparagement of the Corps, they felt 
strongly that he was a good Marine,

The chaplain was the counterpart of the doctor. He was tall and heavy-set,and 
he always displayed a trim appearance. The men did not know exactly where he was 
from but their guesses traced his origin to the northern Midwest, The ®en respected 
the chaplain for his knowledge of warfare which was above the amateur level. They 
felt he was a damn good Marine.

The lieutenant was a tall, chunky, matter-of-fact Marine, He was of Polish 
descent, from Chicago. He, like the chaplain, always looked trim, but unlike the 
chaplain, it was his business to be so. The men felt a strong attachment to him 
because he never asked them to do anything he would not do himself0 He often proved 
his ability to do what he asked h|s men to do, and he was determined to make a good Marine of himself.

When they arrived at the lieutenant's position, the doctor asked the lieutenant 
where Buchholtzer was hanging and the lieutenant handed binoculars to the doctor 
and pointed. The doctor put the binoculars up to his eyes and trained them on 
Buchholtzer, The lieutenant asked the doctor how long he thought Buchholtzer could 
hang there before it was too late to rescue him. The doctor's eyes were hidden from 
the lieutenant's sight by the eyecups of the binoculars while they were trained on 
Buchholtzer, Beneath the eyecups the skin of the doctor's face drew taut and his 
lips parted to reveal strong teeth. From between those teeth and tongue the exple
tive; ’’The sons of bitches” streamed out. The doctor dropped the binoculars, handed 
them to the chaplain and turned to the lieutenant. He told the lietenant that 
Buchholtzer was losing some bloody but not much,and that he thought Buchholtzer could 
hang for perhaps another four or five hours.

The doctor explained to the lieutenant that since Buchholtzer was not bleeding 
profusely, he could hang suspended for quite some time before the loss of blood 
affected him. However, the doctor was worried about the tropical sun and explained 
he thought no man could hang too long under the tropical sun without the sun hurting 
him. The doctor asked the lieutenant what he knew about the salt the Japenese sup
posedly had ground into the raw flesh. The lieutenant replied that the Japanese had 
been informing them all day that they had ground salt into Buchholtzer's raw flesh. 
The docter told the lieutenant that while it was causing Buchholtzer some agony, it 
did have one meritorious aspect. The doctor explained that salt was an antiseptic 
and that raw flesh in the tropics attracted many insects and an antiseptic was needed.
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The doctor then asked the lieutenant if he would attempt to rescue Buchholtzer. 
The lieutenant replied that he did not know, but that it was hell to watch him hang 
there and realize the agony he was going through. The lieutenant added that the 
book would say that it would be better to let Buchholtzer hang there and die since 
any man who attempted to rescue him would, in all probability, be killed. The 
lieutenant's reference to the book was an implication of what the lieutenant's 
superiors might say. The lieutenant said that there was a very slight chance that 
Buchholtzer could be rescued. The lieutenant explained that if he took four or 
five men off the line, and if they slipped into the Japanese line, on their flank, 
and then managed to get up to where Buchholtzer was hanging, they might be able to 
rescue him. The lieutenant added that Buchholtzer was very well liked by the other 
men of the division and that they would be chagrined if no attempt were made to 
rescue him0 The lieutenant also explained to the doctor that the men felt they 
would probably die in the campaign anyway, and that if they died trying to rescue 
Buchholtzer, they would feel they had not died in vain.

The doctor told the lieutenant he would send up a Cbrpsman with ointment and a 
sterile pad to put on the raw flesh. The doctor's motto since he joined the Corps 
had been: "To hell with Semper Fi0” He was somewhat pleased that the lieutenant 
would do something contrary to the wishes of his superiors. He knew, however, that 
the lieutenant had a hard choice to make. He extended his hand to the lieutenant 
and slipped back to his field hospital.

When the chaplain raised the binoculars to his eyes Buchholtzer strained up on 
the thongs that tied his wrists to the post •and kept his arms outstretched. He 
raised his head off his skinned chest, arched his back, and drew his left instep 
behind the arch of his right foot. At that instant the chaplain thought of the 
Corpus on the cross and said something in Latin. The chaplain then asked the lieu
tenant what he planned to doo

The lieutenant told the chaplain that he did not know exactly what he would 
do, but that he felt he could not look much longer at Buchholtzer without doing 
something. The lieutenant told the chaplain that he agreed with the doctor and that 
it was time to say: "To hell with Semper Fi,”

The lieutenant also told the chaplain he was glad the chaplain came up because 
he thought that in all probability he would soon die. The lieutenant asked the 
chaplain that if he was excoriated by his superiors for doing something foolish, he 
would appreciate it if the chaplain contacted his wife to tell her of the circum
stances. The chaplain asked the lieutenant for his wife's address, and then promised 
to correspond with the lieutenant's wife, and if he reached the States, to visit 
her. The chaplain then left the lieutenant's position.

The lieutenant turned to the man who was nearby and asked him to pass the word 
along the line for the names of those who were willing to rescue Buchholtzer. He 
asked the man to get the word to Brahm since Brahm was an old buddy of Buchholtzer's 
and an especially good jungle fighter. The lieutenant told the man that he would 
choose four or five men from those willing to go. Before the lieutenant left his 
position, he took another look at Buchholtzer through the binoculars and sat huddled 
with his head in his hands,, Then he picked up his rifle and slipped away.
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THE BIG SKY
by Suzanne Krebsbach

In argent moonfields pixies dance
around fragrant grasses
and chase sleepy butterflies
in and out of the sparkly moonbeams.
Bright sun on the gabled roofs of town
makes me thankful for simple beauty,
0h4 God Almighty!
Prom the grass to the galaxy
I see your handiwork
and it fills me with praise——
the words stumble and tumble out
in haste to give tongue
to what no tongue can properly tell.
The Big Sky, drowsy bay, and sweet shade: 
Your footprints. My soul: Your sigh.

THE MOVEMENT
by Tom Tokarski

It all began as a real joke, I was sure it did.
But Penguin didn’t understand, she just went ahead and did it. But she’s the 

twirler kind, all daffy on batons and love, and always all over the place being brassy 
or being mushy about the twirler corps. She called her new mood, ’’coordination to 
the Sousa movement”, except in a rare moment of truth when she confided to Presky that 
Frank Sinatra might be behind it. Behind true love, that is.

For Penguin was in love, like the boob she had come to be in it with, Winston, 
and like a twirler-turned-contemplative would be, expected to sail away on the 
next baton flung into her meditation, I say meditation, because beneath the fizz 
and thick inspirations any Rudolph from Norway could see through, there lurked a 
deep person in Penguin, the kind of person who writes poetry, I saw that myself 
when she wasn’t looking at reality (as I generally do), which was most of the time 
for her, gadflying around town with the ’’Set” as she did, in sunglasses and low 
heels, and worse, swinging along with every new Gary Cooper to hit Ridgehead 
Industrial, which rather upsets conservative realists in the school like me, who 
have reached the Far End, understand life, and recognize the makings of Personality.

Oh, it didn’t bother me, really, that Penguin was daffy on the wrong things, 
and in danger of becoming just another human being, I’m reaching my prime as a 
philosopher, and am content to read Faulkner and conform. But Penguin was upsetting 
Presky, who reads Byron and gets away from the facts of life at times, leaving his 
best friends, Ring isn’t truly a detached spirit, either. Grades and career-and 
Penguin, I feared-were misleading his sympathies. Oh, I understood his ambivalence 
and felt it myself a little. After all, I told Ring, girls do have a place, when 
they’re subdued to the reality of better things than themselves. Even Penguin.
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Well, it happened, that is, love developed. What irks me is that it didn’t 
have to happen, if Presky hadn’t gone to the game Saturday afternoon, sat next to 
Winston, and actually chuckled when Bfergrave drew a red flag at the forty and 
hurled old Industrial’s pigskin at the referee, missing, but pegging a loyal fan on 
the first bleacher, Penguin, who matched Presky’s adeptness at being in the wrong 
place at the right time. "Eek!" she said, and fell backward against the knees of 
poor Winston, whose conscience tic availed him to brace her collapse neatly, but not neatly enough to evaporate his coke, which didn"t suddenly transmute to a baton 
above Penguin’s head, nor even balance magically when Presky gasped, and forgot to 
chuckle.

So wetly, lightly sprinkled, an acquaintance had sprung. Presky was beside 
himself with the light in his eyes and with the feeling of pinched toes, which, 
after all, he didn’t truly feel, seeing the coke in Penguin’s hair. And Penguin, 
even she pondered slightly the new baton that didn’t glide carefully in her trained 
hands, but who sat starkly alive in the bleacher above her and chewed Juicy Fruit. 
Winston himself abstemiously grinned, being delighted at the advent of Penguin into 
his life.

***

It might have ended at that, a mere worldly catastrophe to be observed in
differently from the Far End. But after all, I had tried to console Presky, the 
bells of true love are like the bells of John Donne, which toll, not for whom you 
ask, but for Thee. I told Ring the same thing, too, but shouldn’t have, for he was alarmed by the imminent danger to the Far End implied in the statement. Burying 
a last dolorous cigarette in my Metropolitan Opera House ashtray, he commenced to 
hum "Washington Post March" as he donned his sailor hat auspiciously and prepared to 
embark elsewhere.

For Winston, however, the prospect of Penguin was producing a lightening effect 
in his life. He began to wear a hat and polish his shoes for Penguin, and to comb 
his hair on occasion. Apparently, true love was setting in, although the two had 
hardly yet become aware of Donne's disastrous surmise.

Myself, though wishing Penguin had written some poetry to edify Ridgehead and 
the Far End, and to stave off the overtures of her Gary Cooper - like heroes, I 
resolved to forget the Far End for a while, and to watch out for bells.

Who knows, Donne's bells may be somewhat similar to Penguin's bright baton.
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SPRING

by Suzanne. KAzb&back

How ib bpAing“--~-o{i bo fatty Utting bongb 
a meAAy tough 4xwg4 out to a tozy tooeA9 
Weave. in a whibttZng wend

A ceda/t’4 bigh.
A pixie cAy 
WnibpeA ofi butteAfity

StiA with a diamond btaA and theAe you one.,,,, 
A bpAing day on a Aambting guitaA 
That humb, btAumb, tight aiAb ofa tove.

SATURDAY’S DATE
by Gayle Peters

I swung the Plymouth onto North Aurora, joining the traffic which moved toward 
downtown Seattle and the Coliseum, The Space Needle stood stable and solid above 
a shimmering current of automobile lights curving around its base. Westward, buildings were silhouetted against the soft light of the October sunset and a large 
mass of clouds above the city were tinged a pale pink. Life, I reflected, might 
not be so bad, after all; a lovely twilight, a pretty girl, good friends and the 
makings of an evening that might be fun after all.

I grinned, thinking of the way I had been suckered into a chauffeur’s job by 
the sharp blonde-headed Terry Martin in the back seat, right now with his arm a- 
round Sharon's shoulder. Doris noticed my grin.

’’What're you smiling about, Greg?” she asked in a soft voice, rather throaty 
and very feminine.

"Oh, just thinking of what some guys will do to get a ride to a game when 
their car's being worked on.” Terry's horse-laugh sounded from the back seat as 
he leaned forward, laying his forearm on the back of the front seat.

’’I thought you'd like it, Greg. But you really wanted to go to the game all 
along, didn't you?” Mock certainty crept into Terry's voice. "You just want to 
impress us all with your gentleness and refinement. Secretly you're a monster 
who can't wait to see bloodshed. Am I right, girls?" He asked solicitously.

"Right!" they chorused, small chuckles forming in two lovely throats.
"It's not that at all," I said. "It's just that I'm not too athletically
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oriented,, Pd rather read than wrestle and dance than watch games. That's just 
the way I am/' Doris came to my aid after I finished, putting a slim hand on 
my upper arm as she turned in the seat to confront the two in the back with a 
prettily-pouting face,

’’Greg’s not like some animals in white levis,” she said.
Sharon whooped most unladylike at that and Terry sank back into the far 

corner, his face flaming. He'd once played sandlot football in brand-new’levis 
and split them up the rear while Doris and three other girls looked on,

”How does Seattle look tonight, Terry?” I asked to change the subject and 
help him out of a spot. After all, he was a friend.

"Kell,” he said, obviously pleased his opinion had been asked, "Federson 
is out with injuries, probably for the next month. I guess you all know that,”
We nodded, though at least, didn't. Terry took a large breath and started 
on a detailed precis of the last two months of the season in the Continental 
League, and case histories for both teams and all their players,

"Sure you don't want to go to the dance tonight?” 1 whispered to Doris,
She poked me in the ribs with a sharp forefinger. Terry spoke,

"Jaffers should be hot for Seattle tonight since he wasn't for nothing last 
time he played. This new guard, Fielding, they've picked up from San Diego is 
pretty quick and cool in the crisis, so it should be a pretty wild game.”

”1 read in last month's READER'S DIGEST that some philosopher says it's 
nothing more than a throwback to the Roman Gladiatorial contests, with modem 
technology. You read it, didn't you, Greg?” Doris said.

”Yeah, I did. This guy says that we've fallen quite a ways to sanction this 
sort of thing, even with all the rules and suspension regulations and safety 
equipment they have. He says that it's so popular because it appeals to our 
basic nature, not the more noble aspects of our makeup.” I was pretty sure that 
was the wrong thing to say in front of Terry. I was right. He rose to the bait 
like a hungry wolf

"Bushwah!” he exploded. "Some people would condemn anything more competitive 
than tiddly-winks. Our whole system today is built on competition. The game is 
just one way of demonstrating it. To outlaw that, you’d have to change the basic 
human structure, 'Course some guys do get killed needlessly, I won't argue that. 
But that happens in every sport. The reason it's so popular is that people like 
to see intelligence and energy pitted against courage, will power and blind luck. 
The action and the strategy is what really draws the crowd." Terry finished a 
little gung-ho, but nobody challenged his thinking.

The preliminary games were just finished when we walked into the Coliseum and 
sat down, Terry and Sharon like to sit up chose to follow the action, but I 
preferred to sit toward the back where it was less crowded and you could see more. 
We split up, agreeing to meet back at the car for a cheeseburger after the match. 
The crowd was still pretty thin and quite a few tiers of seats were empty, I 
glanced out the windows and found that a large stream of people was heading for the 
entrances, so some seats would soon start to fill. The band from Lincoln High 
School, in their Green and Gold uniforms, were playing Sousa tunes that echoed 
hollowly around the great plastic dome over the playing field, which measured two
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hundred by a hundred twenty feet, with zones marked on it. The game had been re

fined in the last five years,

A few minutes past eight the loud speaker brakked, then blared around the 

Coliseum,

"Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. The Greater Seattle Athletic Association 
and the Seattle Chieftains welcome you to another evening of sport. We hope you 
enjoy the game."

"For the San Francisco Bullets, wearing white uniforms; Guards, Jiminel, Roshak, and Pirenne, Defensively, Cantrell is deep and Smith forward. The captain, 
gunner Jerry.,.Saunders, The coach is Ralph Brooks,"
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A cheer and applause, small but polite, went up from the stands as six men in 

immaculate togs with royal blue stripes up the pant-seams took to one end of the 

field, donning mirror-like shiny helmets.

“Foy the Seattle Chieftains," the loudspeaker waited for the cheer to die down 
“...the guards: Hall...Forester...Fielding...“ There were cheers between each 
name called. “Defensive positions: Wyzonsky deep and Paul on forward." A cheer 
was followed by an expectant hush while the crowd waited for their hero, the im
portant man, to be named. “The captain, gunner Samuel...Jaffers." The roof gath
ered and flung back the noise of 35,000 fans cheering, whistling, stomping, clap
ping and yelling: a tall slim man in midnight blue led his squad onto the home 
court, the high-domed light glistening on his shaved head. When the noise lessen
ed, the loudspeaker spoke again.

“The coach is Colonel Dietzar..,Our National Anthem.". The crowd came to its 
feet as the Lincoln High School Band executed the tune with many cymbal crashes 
and trumpet flourishes. While the audience reclaimed their seats, the two cap
tains went to the middle of the floor to receive instructions from the officials. 
This done, they trotted to opposite ends of the floor and took their positions.
The guards lined up in the starting placements and the defensive men took their 
stances. The referee nodded to each gunner, then blew his whistle. The game 
started as the Seattle pom-pom girls cavorted along the sidelines. I turned to 
Doris to ask her if she'd really rather be here than dancing, but I couldn't make 
myself heard over the chattering machine guns.

TO THE SPIRIT OF A MAN 
(To Mr. S.)

by James F, Byrnes

Pain tongued upon his bed: a hearth.
That drew us to its human warmth.
Suffering forges talent and tempers virtue 
But surely the man was blest,

Before that bed he knew,
With compassion, fortitude, and humor.

Then, when he had earned his rest,
He was afflicted with a tumor.

It proved his final test.
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His thinning body, wrenched with pain,

Lay quietly but seldom slept.But often, throughout his trial,
From torment, his spirit leapt

To join discussion, or parry banter,
Or offer what he thought might cheer.

His smile revealed his open heart.
His eyes betrayed no fear.

His dog kept vigil for his greeting 
On the walk before his door.

Its devotion testified to the man:
A tribute to his core.

When flowers were brought into the room 
He would dwell upon their culture.

How often the paradox: a stout spirit 
Is clothed by a gentle nature!

One evening we watched him taken 
To what could not be delayed.

In his waning hours he was not forsaken, 
Through the night his wife had stayed.

Despite her grief she did return 
To the empty hearth now raken:
Of the courage, made now our lone concern 
I asked "What is the spirits’ fare?”
Then heard within, "The spirits*

food is prayer,"
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YOUNG MAN

by Kathleen Ann Smith

No vote of bocks
is needed to ccnpare 
his sinuous strong flanks 
to beast or God.
His mind with all the shame 
that creature never felt 
separates itself 
from that it rules, 
and his own motion, 
entirely free, 
proclaims him animal.

ON EMBARRASSING SITUATIONS
by Gary Burgher

In a local pub last summer I unexpectedly bumped into some friends I hadn't 
seen since graduating from high school. The meeting exploded into a romping round 
of back-slapping, hand shaking, and name-calling. As, it was a rather fashionable 
club, I was naturally accompanied by a singularly attractive young lady, at whom 
I noticed my friends were casting appreciative glances. An introduction clearly 
was in order; with the cool air of a television emcee, and a manner even Ann 
Landers would have envied, I began, "Merle, I'd like you to meet——ah—" and 
there I just died. These were my friends: the people with whom I had drunk, laugh* ed, and joked for years; and they stood" there before me—nameless.

This was a minor occurence in a never ending stream of such embarrassing mo
ments; indeed, sometimes I see my life as one continuous unbroken chain of awkward 
situations. As one noted comedian so aptly stated, "times when, if you could die, 
you would live happily ever after,"

I shall never forget one particular instance of name-forgetting; it is perhaps the granddaddy of all classic blunders. One evening after a date, I invited 
my companion to drop into my place for some hot chocolate, and to absorb a few 
soothing sounds from the stereo. The lateness of the hour assured me that every
one else in my family had long since drifted off to sleep in the relatively se
cluded upper chambers. Not too long a time passed before this elegant creature 
and I turned our conversation to the finer things in life—music, art, drama-- and 
free love, as practiced in Sweden (and other places). Suddenly, like a window 
shade that has received a sharp tug and then been turned loose to skyrocket to the 
top of the sash, the front door flew open and in strode my mother—the one who 
should have been asleep hours ago, by all my computations.

After recovering from the initial shock of being "shot down” by my mother, 
and disentangling my affairs (I had somehow managed to get one foot through the
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wrought-iron bars of the magazine rack,) The only natural thing to do was to 
introduce the two ladies standing before me® As if every god of Olympus suddenly 
frowned and decided to punish me for whatever wrongs I had committed during my 
life, my words were cursed. I could not think of the name of the frightened, 
flustered girl who stood beside me! Needless to say, my Nielsen rating dropped 
to a minus reading on the charts of both ladies concerned.

Anthropsosciodiaphysiogenetic relationships offer an interesting hunting 
ground for embarrassing situations to the amateur student of this field. For
tunately my limited exploits into this realm have kept my mortification rate to 
a relatively low level. However, I have a very close friend whose very name has 
become an adjective modifying any situation of this kind. I remember the night 
of a fraternity fireside at which, by some strange quirk of fate, still unexplained 
to me, he ended up with two dates. I concluded very logically that he would 
simply have to break his date with one of these debs. But I forgot to take 
several things into account, the most important being that my friend is not a 
logical being. Briefly, his plan went thus; He picked up girl A at 6:30, went 
out to dinner, and thence to the cocktail hour (or whatever they call it) at the 
Sig Ep house. At a given signal he darted into the john; I followed, and e- 
merged almost immediately to break the sad news to girl A that our mutual friend 
was deathly ill, and had asked me to take her home, I felt like a lead-plated 
heel, but—anything for the cause. While I drove to Brantley Hall, Sir Galahad, 
miraculously recovered, picked up girl B at a fraternity house just down the 
street, and 1 met him at the dance in the Cascade Room, We congratulated our
selves on having handled the delicate situation in such a painless and professional 
manner. Painless, that is, until girl A and her roommate showed up to watch the 
dancers. Ah, well; c^estJLaguerre^

Like a steel trap, the embarrassing moment lurks behind every comer, behind 
every move, no matter how innocent or how guilty. It is a silent executioner, 
awaiting a chance to roll the head of the unsuspecting damned. It respects no age 
group, no color, no class of people.

Shelley Berman tells of the young man, medium-high on the list of the social 
elite, who is meeting his future in-laws for the very first time. It is a very 
formal affair-white tie, and the young man is trying desperately to make a good 
impression upon the score of people seated around the huge banquet table. But 
during the course of the meal he happens to glance down into his lap and notices 
that he has forgotten to do something very important. So, very surreptitiously, 
he reaches down and m-m-makes the adjustment, A short time later, he excuses 
himself and, as he arises to leave—the whole damned tablecloth goes with him!
What can you say at a time like that?

These jolly, everyday occurrences pop up when least expected. For instance, 
when was the last time you banged your fist on the dinner table to punctuate an 
argument, and punctuated instead the spoon sticking out of your soup bowl? And 
remember the time you wore the $7.95 price tag right in the center of your pants for nearly a whole day before someone mentioned it to you? Of course, a classic, 
as far as I am concerned, was a young debutante, tall, cool, and sophisticated, 
who slithered into the opera house at the Seattle World’s Fair just a few moments 
late, to be sure that everyone witnessed her entrance. Her delicate skin shone in 
the half-light and her blond hair swirled to a hair stylist’s delight atop her noble' 
head. Her supple body flowed through a shimmering backless gown—a gown made even 
more backless by the fact that she had forgotten to attend to the tiny zipper 
which was supposed to have held together the little patch of back material the
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dress boasted, making her obvious assets even more obvious. Actually, I felt 
sorry for her.

But I enjoyed seeing this happen—and not for the reason you are probably 
thinking. No, I just needed the reassurance—other people suffer from the 
merry pranks of the fates and the goblins. It doesn’t do a bit of good to be 
indignant or irritated; the quickest and happiest solution is to turn a violent 
shade of red, laugh about it, and bury your face in the sand for the rest of 
your natural life.

THE QUALITY OF MERCY IS NOT STRAINED
by (Tom Playfair)

Soldiering at Fort Breckenridge could be a bitch. But what difference 
did it make? If you weren’t here you’d be somewhere else; and if you were 
somewhere else, you wouldn’t be here. What was important was the fact 
that you were someplace; and because you were aware that you existed, you 
kept your own life from getting too "damned involved. You didn’t let sticky things happen to you, such as friendship and honor, even love; because to 
get hooked up wouldn’t be looking out for your own interests. You worked 
on these little things until nothing really bothered you, and you could 
concentrate on important things - like learning to kill, because it was 
the surest way of self-preservation. This meant deadening your mind once 
you had become efficient with the knife, bayonet, and the various automatic 
weapons.

You were lean and mean because you wore the paratrooper wings of the 
11th Airborne Division. Some of the guys in your outfit were fragile - 
either they quit or cracked up. Most of them had been too concerned about 
getting hurt, or how many years, months, days before being discharged. But 
you were a part of the ageless backbone which formed into small cliques, 
going to town together to get drunk or laid.

Your particular group was rather unique because it plotted to kill 
Markland, the platoon leader. He was a gutless slob who was afraid of 
jumping. But more important, he let his own men down. Instead of sticking 
up for the troops when some civilians were inspecting an airstrip that 
he had built, he slobbered around the field grade officers like an over
grown spaniel, volunteering his dog-tired equipment operators for some 
horse-shit detail. He was also deathly afraid of doing the wrong thing. 
This lack of confidence shook him up under stress, making him dangerous 
when one’s life was at stake. He was not to be trusted, and would have 
to be quietly removed by an accident, should STRAC push the panic button.

You had one true buddy, Brewer. Even here, the code of the self pre
vented a close association. There was a mute agreement of necessity in 
order to goldbrick on field problems, to steal gas from the motorpool, 
or to drink moonshine - but no further. That was why he visited your 
shack job while you were home on a thirty day leave. Later he casually 
mentioned it and you just shrugged your shoulders - besides, she had false teeth and four kids. But those luminously brown eyes. Damn!
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Then one bright fall afternoon your outfit was ordered to make a 

jump. After wild,, prodding preparations you were herded aboard " * 

big semi vans resembling cattle trucks, except for the Army color.

After arriving at the airbaset your company double timed three miles out 

on the runway, struggling under the sweaty weight of over a hundred pounds 

of equipment and parachutes. Just as the company split up and began 

funneling into three 0123 cargo planes, a shiny blue station wagon drove 

up with the Air Force crew.

Soon you were airborne - twelve hundred feet above the ground in a 
triangular flight formation. You were in the lead plane; Brewer was 
in one of the leg planes. The half-hour ride would probably be smooth, 
so you began to read Kyle Onstott’s novel, Mandingo, which you had been 
carrying around in one of the baggy pockets of your jump pants. This was 
a story about breeding and raising niggers in the South instead of 
growing cotton because there was more money in slaves. When the green 
warning light flashed you were reading the part about Hammond boiling alive 
the big nigger buck, Mede, because he had been screwing Ham’s drunken wife.

Then the little red jump light blinked. As you followed the men in 
front of you shuffling toward the wind-screaming door, you were softly 
buoyant in a detached scrutiny for some obscure detail in the mass of 
jerking tension lines which some day you might be able to cut in order 
to get rid of Markland. When you pivoted through the door a howling hand 
pummeled you until a harsh jerk blossomed your chute and you floated free. 
Minutely lucid sounds filtered up to you: shouts, curses and even the 
squeaking of a jeep horn.

Then an olive drab tangle of lines and half open parachute plUmmetted 
noiselessly in front of you like a fragment of a wayward comet. Some 
poor bastard had a malfunction. His legs kicked wildly in a frantic race 
to outdistance the earth sprinting up to him, but his reserve chute had 
spiraled around the main canopy, mushrooming into a futile net. You shut 
your eyes and felt the brittle clarity of the popping sound like someone 
carelessly dropping a gunny sack of grain from a hayloft onto a clean 
concrete floor. But you didn’t get sick as you had the first couple of 
times you heard it. All you could see when you opened your eyes was 
a cloud of dust and a couple of medics running toward it.

The hard ground leapt up and hit your feet. You tumbled, staggering 
up to sack the parachute. You were curious about who had streamered, so 
you ignored Markland’s shouting at the assembly area and pushed through 
the half dozen officers and medics clustered around the poor bastard.
One of the officers gagged; then you tasted the warm musty odor of 
guts. A medic moved aside and you were surprised to see that it was your 
buddy Brewer who had gotten it. He hunched over like a broken gnome- 
man on a glistening lacework of entrails that quivered in their first 
enjoyment of the hot Kentucky sun. He was alive. From under a burlap 
covered helmet, his round face peered chalkily, supported so strangely 
by the wet darknesss of his fatigues which bulged grotesquely with 
little twig-like projections to form a squat pedestal on the hard ground. 
His anciently wise eyes found yours, and you fait unsure of yourself 
for the first time in several years. You put a cigarette in the unmarked 
face, and lit it up with a vague tremble in your hand. As he puffed 
on the cigarette a pink bubble grew out of a button hole and broke; then
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it began growing again® You offered to take his helmet off* but he 

muttered thickly that lit would be better if you didn’t on account of it 

wouldn’t look good in the report.

Everyone standing around grew quiet - for a long time. Then some 

bastard jabbed you in the ribs and said you had better move out sharply 

because Markland was raising hell in the assembly area. You started to 

say something nasty* but Brewer's cigarette had gone out} so you picked 

up your pack and began walking toward the assembly area. Markland saw 

you coming and started screaming* giving that pumping motion with his 

right arm to double time. He was standing in front of the stolidly 

waiting platoon* shouting himself up to the right pitch to chew you out 

unmercifully. You broke into a dutiful run because you realized that if 

you weren’t here you’d be somewhere else; and if you were somewhere else* 

you wouldn’t be here - and you felt smug about the shack job too. But 

as you jogged toward Markland* you felt a choking hatred which simmered 

into a soothing scorn. You deliberately slowed down and knew that some

day you would kill that son of a bitch.

PERSPECTIVE

by Tom Madden 

(Class of ’59)

Two taxicabs weave straight

Away from you into the rubber distance

And they aren't moving

But shrinking.

They were like fat bugs a moment ago*

Urgently tangible; their passengers

People with the stricken demeanor of the newly arrived.

But now some mountebank in the eye

Dessicates them into two dimensions.

The thirsty tapestry of the street sucks them

Away from you; their plump globules melt

Into the road and into the hill* weightless

Notes in concave melody.

The little virgin in the marble mural can't be touched.

Alice the bilocator* when do you become the picture?

Your taxicabs turn the comer and the tiny images

Peer down an invisible boulevard. The tires 

in the gravel sound like choirs.
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TTM2
by Steve Rons

Tic, tic, tic
The little, grey-haired, bespectacled watchmaker looked q? from 

his work.
Time for lunch, he thought.
He pushed back his straight chair, walked over to his snail
counter and pulled a brown bag from under it. He want outside

and sat down cn a bench in front of his store. Beneath him

lay the weather-beaten and foot-worn boardwalk. Abowa, a

faded blue awning protected him from the glaring rays of the
Italian sun. The street was deserted; he sat alone in his
little island of shade. He began to eat his lurch.
Tic, tic, tic...

Along the other side of the street came a tan cat, carrying
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a tan kitten by the scruff of the neck, as a mother cat 
always carries its young. She dropped her kitten and 

licked it. She did not notice the watchmaker across the 
street, sitting and eating his lunch.

Shortly, a fish-vendor came walking along the street pushing 
his cart; the cat picked up the kitten and trotted off after 

him.
Life, thought the watchmaker0

Tic, tic, tic...

But soon the cat and her baby appeared again, both locking 
just as hungry as before» The fish-vendor had given them 
nothing. So the two of them reclined to bask in the warm sun. 

From beneath the boardwalk quietly crept a rat. It cautiously 
skittered to the middle of the street, where lay a rotten 

apple core. As it want, its tail made a curious little track 
in the dirt0 It did not aee the cat, but the cat saw it. Just 

as the rat turned with the apple core the cat pounced.
The rat was deadl The cat dragged the body out of 

the street and onto the boardwalk where the kitten was still 
sleeping. The cat began her mealo She did not see the 

watchmaker across the street, sitting and eating his lunch. 
Death, thought the watchmaker.

Tic, tic, tic. .0
The cat, now with a full meal under her ribs, lay purring 

in the sun.
Around the aomer appeared a sleek, brown tom-cat. He slowly 

strolled up to the mother cat lying there with her baby. The 
tom-cat quietly nudged the mother and purred. The mother
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looked down at her kitten for a moment, then at the tom-cat.

The tom nudged her again,, She got tp and trotted after the 

handsome tom-cate The baby tried to follow, but could not.

Its eyes were not yet open.
The pair went off together; they did not see the watchmaker 

across the street, sitting and eating his lunch, 

lust, thought the watchmaker.
Tic, tic, tic...

It was a long time before anything else happened.
The fish-vendor came back along the street. He paid no attention to 

the kitten lying on the boardwalk mewing. The kitten was 
afraid to move from the spot where its mother had left it, 

so it just lay there, mewing, waiting. Finally it grew 
tired of mewing, so it just lay there, waiting.
After what seemed a very long time, a quick, tan shape 

appeared around the corner. The mother ran up to her baby 

and sniffed it. She then lay down beside her kitten and 
licked it. The baby crawled up close to its mother and 
enjoyed a long awaited meal. The baby was glad to have its 

mother back; the mother was glad to have her baby back.

The cat did not notice the watchmaker across the street, 
sitting and eating his lunch.

Love, thought the watchmaker. He smiled.
Tic, tic, tic...
The watchmaker finished eating his lunch and wiped his old 
brown hands cn his wrinkled trousers. He stood vpt stretched, 

and quietly went back into his shop.
No one had noticed the old watchmaker sitting in his little
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island of shade, sitting there eating his lunch; sitting and 

watching, No one had noticed him. But he was always there, 

He# tic# tic, oo

DEAR JOHN

by Kathleen Ann Smith

Not at once to say it 

for me# as it comes# no# 

not you are to alone 

be death or life and air,

A warmer hand# yes# this 

I can expect from none 

but you# nor quicker laugh# 

and gentleness you live.

She smiles somewhere and waits 

for love you need to give, 

more perfect made by fire 

you once had known for me.

I MUST GO DOWN TO THE SEAS AGAIN

by Suzanne Krebsbach

The first day they let me out of bed was grey and overcast# but 

it seemed to my eager mind all green and golden, I was excited and 

trembling with an anticipation like Christmas or the first day of school 

brings to a very young heart# and I ran again and again to my window 

to behold the tiny strip of beach at the end of the alley, . One moist 

little section of sand was all that I could see from my crumpled bed# 

and day after day# through those long months# that sandy strip had been 

the heaven I would claim as my own when freedom came again.

Mama and 1 strolled down the wooden walk to the sea# slowly# so 

I wouldn't tire# and my bit of sand grew larger, I was almost afraid 

to approach it# for fear it would be no larger than that fragment I 

had known from my window.

I ran a little way# past the last rickety wooden house and the sturdy 

seawall# and then it hit me. The pounding ocean caught me and held me 

in its roaring surge. I was overwhelmed by that strange power that 

swept up my golden sand in its hungry mouth and then growled# retreating 

down the slope# only to crouch for another leap. I hadn't really known 

the sea from my window# yet its thunder was blended with every beat of 

my weak heart# its roar was the rush of my faulty breath. I had lived#
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breathed0 and almost died with the sea, and never realized it was there.
Every surge now meant another new heartbeat, every gurgle of a 

receding wavelet became new blood, and the long, far-off pounding, the 
deep-throateds excited thunder said, "You're alive again!”

It was a new life, and I was a sea-child running with the wind, 
dodging driftwood and scrub until my lungs felt seared and I dropped 
panting to a grassy dune. A stray gull groped overhead like the spirit 
of water and air set free. Some jellyfish were lying dry above the tide 
mark; I scooped them up in a glistening shell and gave them back to the 
sea. They must have life too.

The tide was receding then, and 1 walked exhausted back to Mama 
seated on the old stone sea-wall, I was tired, but 1 felt the restless 
sea, part of me now, drawing me back even then, and 1 knew 1 wouldn't stay away.

The seagull was circling above, and 1 waved a farewell to a bird 
I had never really seen before. It dived past Mama's head, pulled up, 
winged out over the sea. She watched it for a moment, then turned to 
me with a smile as I clambered weakly up the rocky path; but she remained 
quiet. The sea whispered for her, and she only swept me up and carried 
me home.

THE BRIDGE AND THE RIVER

by Bill Mitchke

The narrow street by the river was immersed in a chilling fog that hung in 
the still blackness like a cloud of steam gone cold. There was no traffic, and 
a young man walked the street, alone. Somewhere in the night distance a clock 
stroked once, as though probing the blanket of fog for an echo, then quit when 
the clear peal of the bell was muffled to a dull throb in the mass of surrounding 
mist. The young man dug his hands deeper into the pockets of his trench coat 
and hastened his steps. Hope obsessed his mind despite the obscuring shroud of wet confusion.

The fog filtered but did not obscure the light of two large lamps mounted on 
the arch of the bridge entrance a block away. Their piercing beams were points of 
orientation for him. The lamp on the left blinked off and on, drawing the young 
man to it by its steady threat to fade away and leave the scene lifeless and the 
man utterly alone, but it kept its blinking cadence as he neared. The smaller 
lights along the bridge span poked their yellow globes through the effervescent 
shroud like the glow of tiny candles in a smoke-filled room, outlining the bridge's 
form. Halfway across the river, the little lights were again swallowed by the 
mist, and the steel-walled corridor vanished without a trace of its contact with 
the expanse of clearness that must lie on the other side.

The young man turned up his collar and buttoned it tighter around his neck
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to keep out the hazy hands that caressed his face with cold vapor-

fingers . The staccato tapping of his steps on the damp sidewalk echoed 
plaintively through the dripping leaves overhead8 to accompany the dull 
roar of the river raging deep below in its black gorge.

He reached the corner opposite the bridge and stopped within the 
lights He saw that she had not yet arrived,, and a smile creased his face.She wanted to go——but she would be late* as usual; even though this would he 
longer and more important.

He stepped off the curb and advanced into the lights* the one blinking* 
the other steady; both seeming cold through the clinging mist. The arch 
of the bridge received him like the gaping maw of a hungry steel-ribbed 
whale would receive a Jonah and his eyes searched in vain through the veil 
of fog for an end to the black tunnel. Only vague darkness met his gaze.

The young man walked over to the guard rail to await her arrival. The 
hard blue steel of the rail was dappled with drops of cold water condensed from 
the thick fog. He leaned against the rail and peered down over the side. The 
fog-muffled roar of the water surged up through the stale vapor hovering above 
the roiled surface. A musty odor of fish* green algae* and the faint hint of 
decay that hangs with the air of a big river* mingled to permeate the blast of 
moist cool air that rushed up from the blackness to capture his breath.

The sound of light and even footsteps* transcending by their very light
ness the heavy river roar* floated through the fog and roused the young man from 
his staring inhalation of the river. He pushed himself away from the cold rail 
and turned to seek out the sound. A bareheaded girl emerged gradually from the 
mist* her hands thrust deep into the pockets of the trenchcoat she wore buttoned 
snugly around her neck.

At first she was a hazy figure groping in the vapor cloud and spotlighted 
by the blinking beacon on the bridge's arch* walking toward him one moment—gone 
the next—then back again* as the light flashed on—then off—then on again.
The figure became clearer as she neared the young man* until finally she linked 
her arm in his and they faded into the wispy clouds of fog as they crossed the 
bridge that spanned the river Roar* river Rank that surged by down below .
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PEPI'S FOOTPRINTS
by John Bauemfeind

The day was very windy. Salt spray stung his eyes and he wiped them with the 
bottom of his yellowed T-shirt, still trying to look out to sea. Then he turned 
and like a barefoot wobbly bird shuffled across the hard wet sand toward the place 
where he had left his canoe.
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The sun was & white-hot them. In the jungle the heat was moist and heavy.

On the beach where the tide had not reached, the sand lay in windy ridges. Lost 

in numb musings the man strayed higher toward the jungle, feeling now the hot burn* 

ing sand move under his thick-callused feet and squeeze up in little fountains be

tween his toes.

He angled back down toward the surf tumbling over itself* roaring, green, 
foaming, hissing to him "Mario, Mario, Mario." Once again he stopped and looked 
out to sea. But there was only the ocean heaving like a swollen belly, and the 
shrieking of the wind.

His trouser legs were cut off and frayed just below his knees, his ragged 
T-shirt flapped like a newspaper caught for an instant against a palm tree, and 
his stringy hair braided and twisted itself in the wind. The surf slid up the 
sand toward him, spreading like a fan at his feet. He watched it unroll steadily 
down the beach, growing smaller, ever gentle, but the roaring remained the same-- 
thundering all around, as though the oblique movement were only a mirage.

The wind lightened on his whiskered face. As far as he could see up and down 
the beach there was only the strip of brown and white sand, the close green jungle 
and the gnawing ocean, all vivid under the hot sun, burned into the glassy still
ness of noon. Looking back the way he had come he saw his wobbly footprints. He 
was glad that he had made them. Soon the sun would dry the sand and the wind would 
level them, but at least now they were there—a mark, a scar, something.

Ahead he could see spray flung high like angry spit. Water boiled around a 
point and a small pile of rocks beyond. Past the point was a lagoon which Mario 
called the lagoon of silence. Sometimes he went there when he did not want to fish 
the deeper water beyond the coral reef. His last son Pepi had spent much time 
there, thinking.

In the crash of the surf Mario heard the last words of his woman and blinked 
as he had against the spray.

"Now I will go. No more is—nothing. First Juan, now Pepi. You the great 
fisherman have killed them both."

His woman. For twenty years they had lived together without the priest. Mario 
no longer had the strength to beat her and make her stay, and now she was going 
back to her village. Sunset two days before, Pepi had drowned while trying to 
cross the reef ahead of a storm. Yesterday Mario had looked for him along the 
beach. Then last night his body washed up naked and at dawn, alone, Mario had 
buried him. It had seemed right that Pepi had washed up naked.

While Mario was digging the grave the sun had risen higher. Flies had gathered 
on Pepi's face and he had begun to stink. Mario dug as fast as he could but he 
was an eld man, and lost much time driving away the flies. Finally he laid a 
shovelful of dirt gently over Pepi's face and finished the grave uninterrupted.
When it was ready Mario lowered him feet first, holding him first by the arms, 
then behind the head, then finally by the hair, reaching down as far as he could. 
Then he let go. Pepi fell almost without a sound. Mario felt bad about dropping 
him. Standing, looking down into the open grave, he hesitated and then he made the 
Sign of the Cross. Pepi would have been sixteen on the feast of St. Peter. The 
first shovelful of dirt fell like rain in the jungle.
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When the village priest heard what Mario had done he came around saying Pepi 

would burn in hell without the Mass—

"For ten pesos."

"No," said Mario. He hadn’t seen a peso in six months.

"Five."

Mario almost spit in his face. Juan yes, he had given into his wife, but not 
Pepi. Pepi was his last son.

"Three—for the candles."
"No, black one. You will not touch him."
The priest smiled ugly at him. "I will say my Mass—anyway."
"No."
"You will see."
The wind rose, gentle now, cool on Mario's face. Walking on he thought again 

of Pepi and how he had always fished alone. Mario too had been caught in the storm, 
but Mario was a fisherman. Pepi—had been a dreamer. It was Pepi who said that 
God spoke to him every day, so that the village priest beat him and called him 
possessed of a devil. Mario remembered the time the priest had raised the heavy 
crucifix over Pepi’s head, but had stopped, trembling, and dropped it to the floor. 
Mario wondered who it was who was possessed.

It pained him to remember Pepi’s washed up body, looking beaten, as though 
with a thousand vicious hammers. Pepi was Pepi no longer. He was only a broken 
body that smelled like a rotten fish,

Mario spat on the sand and saw that the spit was nothing. He breathed deeply 
until his lungs almost burst.

"Ahh Pepi, Juan—and still I live."
Near the point ahead the line of jungle to his left crowded down close to the 

beach. Coconut trees stood like one-legged birds, their spreading tops hiding clus
ters of dark genitals. Birds screeched like tortured whores. Below in the under
growth sounds of crawling things reached him, sounds of things he could not see.The jungle was bad, breeding dark and quiet things. His own father had died in the 
jungle, tom to pieces by a cat.

Ahead on the beach, alone like a piece of drift wood lay Mario's canoe, a dark 
finger against the bleached whiteness of the sand,

"Ah little one," he smiled broadly, showing old decaying teeth, "at least you 
have not gone with the storm." Mario had not had the strength to pull the canoe 
far enough up on the sand so that it would be safe. He'd been weak from fighting the storm.

Gulls were overhead, their calls faint above the pounding surf. It was time 
to fish the deep water beyond the reef. Perhaps another storm would come, there
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were clouds building in the West* He turned the canoe over, stowing his net and 
paddle securely. At the edge of the water he waited until the surf paused, as 
though to let him enter, then pushed off, wading through the foamy water until 
it reached his waist. Then he climbed in and paddled strongly toward the open 
sea. The surf rose, carried him partly back, broke behind him. He could still 
see his footprints on the beach.

PROPAGANDA AND ADVERTISING
by Wayne Miller

The problem of the growing '"sneakiness" of American advertising probably ranks 
second only to the "sneakiness" of the Russians as a hotly contested issue in our 
leading periodicals. One might remark that it is quite odd to find two such ap
parently diametrically opposed topics sharing the headlines. Surely one can draw 
no parallel between the Russian "big Red lie" and the "little white lie" of U,S, advertising!

Regarding the purpose of Russian propaganda, there can be no doubt that it 
is quite different from that of American advertising, Russia aims at completely 
dominating the mind and body of man while the American ad-man is content with 
controlling his purse strings.

The wags of Madison Avenue would in no way exaggerate, were they to claim that 
advertising is the highest compliment to the democracy of the U, S., insofar as 
advertisers must spend billions of dollars in persuasive efforts to make their 
offerings more palatable to the consumer. On the other hand Russia expends many 
more billions trying to cram their philosophy down the throat of 1’comrade customer," 
Regardless of how brilliantly one may advertise one's product in the American free 
market, the decision is always left to the buyer. He is free to question the 
merits of a product because he has access to many magazines, such as Consumer Re
ports, which evaluates a product's worth in comparison to objective standards.
Bui the Russian Red lie is an owlish bird of prey which hunts best in the gloomy 
darkness of a slave society, for it is blinded and rendered ineffectual by the cold 
hard glare of reality. The Communistic regime tolerates no criticism of its action 
or policy; a "Comrade Reports" or any periodical like it attempting to evaluate the 
Red "product" against objective standards would be banned.

With these differences in mind, we can readily see that the Russian Red lie and 
the American white lie are quite different insofar as the former seeks to perma
nently enslave man's mind, while the latter is content with swaying that mind just long enough to sell a product. Nevertheless the two systems do have much in common.

The first and most obvious similarity is that both colors utilize megatons of 
propaganda in a massive effort to coerce our free wills into a state of manipulat
ive acquiescence. Both U.S. advertising and U.S.S.R. propaganda use repetition to 
impress their message upon an often half-heeding milieu, knowing that with enough 
repeat performances the message will imprint itself upon the mind of their audience. 
If the key phrases are repeated a sufficient number of times, these con men from 
both sides of the Iron Curtain can make black seem white, just as the eye will see 
a green image after staring at a red one for an extended period of time.
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The two systems have other very striking similarities. Communist speeches are 
very emotional. The orator endeavors to excite his audience to a fever pitch, gen
erating feelings so intense that emotion overrides logic, Russian dogma is notori
ous for its weak logical structure, achieving its goals largely through violent rev
olution. This result is effected by channeling the emotions of the masses toward a desired physical action.

American advertising is also devoid of logic. Seldom, with the exception of 
ads in the more scholarly magazines, are the practical aspects of a product stressed; ? 
instead the product is presented as "making one acceptable" or "fulfilling your
fondest desire"—all emotional appeals. American advertisers, like Russian prop
agandists, direct their pitch to the lowest denominator—the dullest of their au
dience. The advertiser is assured that for every potential buyer who is insulted >>
by the low mentality inference, there will be many more who are duped by the ill- 
concealed promptings of such an ad.

I don’t imply that ad-men are Red, but they do seem to apply Communistic indoc
trination techniques to the advertising field. Men in Red prisons, who had been 
captured during the Korean War, tell of the horribly efficient indoctrinators who 
seemed to know the innermost thoughts of every P.O.W. These indoctrinators were 
trained psychologists, well-versed in the analysis of the human personality in both 
its weaknesses and its breaking points. The effectiveness of selling their 
"product" is attested to by the fact that for the first time in our history, twenty- 
two men elected to remain under a foreign ideology rather than return to their 
homeland.

This psychological warfare shocked many Americans who were accustomed to fight
ing a conventional war against a conventional enemy. But few of our shocked citi
zenry have compared the former conventional method of advertising with the present 
high-pressure ad, which is disturbingly similar to the psychological warfare of the 
Communists. One might say that the Communist uses the "hard sell" method, while 
the U.S. ad-men advocates the "soft sell"; yet both use their knowledge of man's 
inner self to plan the most effective sales pitch. Just as the Communists tell the 
poor and wretched masses: "...Unite! You have nothing to lose but your chains," so 
do the ad-men promise the working man an elevation in status if only he will buy 
a "T-Bird."

The most startling similarity between our two "lies" is extremely 
controversial. I here refer to my opinion that American advertising and 
Russian propaganda both inadvertently maintain our economy artificially, 
and that if we should succeed in eliminating either of these two false
hoods our economy would suffer.

Such a radical statement must be validated by a convincing argument, 
and mine is threefold. First, that our prosperity is indeed artificial; 
that is to say it is kept in a state of hyperactivity by a tremendous rate 
of production and consumption. If either were to lag, our economy would 
be engulfed in a vicious circle. Less production means fewer people 
working. This situation would reduce consumption, resulting in less pro
duction, and the spiral would spin into an economic plunge.

Secondly, the greatest single item in our annual budget is defense 
spending. Every year we spend more than fifty billion dollars in order 
to keep pace with Russia, Most of this money is relegated to the produc
tion of missile complexes, shelters, and warheads. If Russia were to call off the cold war, this construction boom would suddenly end, causing our
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economy to suffer.

Finally, as a nation of free enterprise, our production has become so 
prolific that we now have a saturation of market goods. If people are not induced to overbuy, inventories will accumulate until stores are 
forced to cut purchases, thus slowing production and introducing the 
previously mentioned downward spiral. But the sneaky advertiser remedies 
this glut by his highly effective appeals to buy. Vance Packard, the 
brilliant author of The Hidden Persuaders, stated that the average house
wife buys thirty-five per cent more in a supermarket than she intends— 
a tribute to the effectiveness of advertising’s package and display.

One of the outstanding traits of our democratic existence is the 
way in which America acts as a ’’melting pot ,** using whatever ingredients 
are available to mold a sturdy nation. This patriotic notion is evinced 
when America melts the "big Red lie” and the "little white lie," and molds 
them into the pillars of our heritage-—the greatest of which is the 
conviction that men are possessed of a free will.

SHIFTY EYE
by Joe DeFlyer

A hell of a morning—gray, dreary.........As I entered my office, the
papers on my desk seemed to sneer knowingly at me. I sneered back and 
stared out the window a moment. I didn’t want to look at those papers; 
they contained the Johnson case, my biggest fiasco since I had been pro
moted to boss of the district office.

Outside, above the flat black ugly tops of the buildings in the next block, the scattered flakes of snow pelting the window and the blue smoke 
from a distant pulp mill were torturous little pins of lonliness in the 
eight o'clock city grayness. I considered my situation. The Company 
General Manager, the Big Boss, would soon be on my neck; if I couldn't 
justify my action on the Johnson case, I’d be out, like the district manager before me.

I picked up the papers. Henry Johnson, logger, hurt while falling 
timber — his insurance policy contained the clause "void in accidents 
arising from occupational hazards." I could have screwed him on the strength 
of that clause; instead, I had decided the claim in his favor. The pre
vious district manager had been booted for the same type of mistake.I was in trouble.

My homely little secretary came in and laid some papers on my desk, 
smiling as she chanted, "Good morning, Mr. Enjoite."

"Ugh."
"Our group is having a meeting this evening, Mr. Enjoite—Would you like to come to this one?"
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"I’ve told you about that before. And I’m busy,"
It’ll do your soul good, Mr,—
"No! Goddamit, I don't want to join your God-damn bible study group.Now get the hell out of here,"
"But everybody needs God,..,.'*
"My God is progress, my heaven is money. Now get the hell out of here." t

She left, and my hands were shaking as I returned to the Johnson case.
The old district manager had given me my creed, and I repeated it then.

"Progress is God, boy, and every job is just a steppingstone, nothing 
more..,.,,," But dammit. If I could just find a simple routine to live 
within, something simple and enjoyable—but no, that defeats the purpose 
I chose for my life. That's weakness.

Weakness, the same I had shown toward Johnson. I caught my head in 
my hands and swore out loud as the whole screwed-up case went slithering 
through my mind again.

I remembered how I went to interview Johnson, to see if the company 
could play him for a sucker. It was in one of the shabby little logging 
towns up north, on a helluva drab day, and I was damn near amazed when I 
barged into his hospital room and saw the silly smile blanketing his 
anemic face as he stared out the window. He jumped when I opened the 
door---as much as possible with a cast up to his waist,,..Then he gaped 
at me with watery blue eyes that were very very crossed; one eye flitted 
around with a will of its own. He'd try to hide that eye by shifting 
his glance every few seconds, but that only made it worse, since the 
wayward one would hesitate before following the controlled side, as if connected by a rubber band.

I thought I might as well be sociable to him; he seemed to need 
sympathy. People are easier to bend if they're happy;so after I introduced myself I looked out the window and asked him if he liked the view,

"It ain't too bad," he said, wiping his nose with his finger,
"Makes me think maybe I won't hafta wade through snow agin fer a while....
Maybe no more atall." He smiled his silly smile again, his head weaving 
back and forth as he glanced from his legs to the window, back and forth....

"Why? Don't you like your job?" For a minute I thought I had found 
another person who understood the world, but when the remark finally 
sunk in, he took offense. He jerked his head around tensely and sputtered,
"Sure I like it--" His voice was high and unsteady— "It's a damn 
good job— but I don't like gettin' smashed up very——much. Shshitt!"He stuttered, and I was conscious that a sizable amount of saliva entered the 
atmosphere along with his more impassioned words. He wiped his mouth.
"That drunken-—that’s our woods boss---" His head bounced around,and his 
eyes rolled, separately. Those eyes were fascinating. They were like a mirror for me. "We shouldn't 'a been workin' there atall with that much 
snow. Those bosses can shove---"
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I had to chuckle wholeheartedly at this. I asked him, ’’And do you 
ever tell them that?"

"Damn rights—a good sawyer don’t have to take orders from nobody."
I didn’t know what the hell to say about that, but I decided to sympathize 
with him anyhow.

"Pretty rotten job, huh?" He frowned, and his eyes 
for a moment before he answered—

rolled around

” I told ya. once—damn good money, if ypu’re-worth a shit and work 
hard; if ya don’t work, ya don’t make nothing. It’s all up to the guy 
doin’ it. Few chances—but not many if ya got good sense. An'it gets 
purty easy after a while; ya just look things over, move a little, and saw— 
don’t take much thinkin’, ya just do what ya think is right.' An' it’s 
fun." That big silly smile again, showing crooked snoose-stained teeth.

"Ya dunno whatcher missin’ ’till ya get a good pow’ful saw anZstick 
it into a big spruce. Ya watch the saw bite in an' the tree tips off its 
stump, an' it falls real slow at first, then ’Whooee’ it drops like a big 
—rock, so the ground shakes all round ya. Lotta fun sometimes—
But not in the goddam snow."

I was interested. Quite a routine. I was just thinking of something 
I wanted to ask him when the door opened behind us and Johnson jumped. His 
eyes and quivering mouth displayed naked fear. The nurse who entered 
backed out when she saw me, quietly closing the door behind her. Henry 
turned this wild fearful stare toward me, one of his eyes hopping around— 
and I looked down, suddenly embarrassed.

"Well, I’ve got your statement of the accident here, rewritten by your 
lawyer—but I need some more information. I’ll read through it once 
so we both have things well in mind."

The report gave a long description of the location on the west 
fork of Fatty Creek, and of the conditions--wet heavy snowfall With no 
wind. It told how the falling snow made it difficult to look up at a 
tree, and how it was close to noon,and Henry was getting tired. During 
all the first part Henry only nodded his ugly head in agreement, but as I 
started reading the important part, he froze, open-mouthed and fearful.

"I was tired as I headed uphill toward that big spruce. The hill
side was brushy and steep, so I had to rest before I could shovel the snow 
out from around the tree-trunk. I couldn’t see for sure which way the 
tree was leaning, but it seemed that it would go downhill and to the 
right, which would have made it an easy falling job. I started up the saw 
and began the undercut, but I couldn't move the saw very well in the small 
space I had cleared, so I made a smallAasj,qppyJ)yn.dercut- -• •
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”1 figured there was a chunk holding in the middle, so I sawed into 
the maincut again, making sure I had cut it clear through. Then I cut 
out a wedge in back and sawed my maincut further in, so that it was over 
the undercut even in the center; the tree didn’t move. I put a wedge in 
the back, but with only my snow shovel to pound it in, the tree still wouldn't 
tip, I was just going to cut a push-pole when I got mad and threw my weight 
against the tree—and it started to go. I kept pushing until I was sure 
it was going over, then tried to step back. A low moan issued from Henry,
I kept reading,

’’But I was so tired and my feet were so deep in the snow 
that 1 couldn't move. I fell right along with the trunk of the tree.
The tree hit a big windfall about a third of the way up its trunk,and 
the butt snapped up like the end of a teeter-totter weighted on the 
other end. It carried me right with it as it came up, catching me 
right in the groin, and I could feel meat and bones being smashed, Henry 
was squirming in the bed, his watery eyes staring, wide, wild and jumping, 
"Then I was in the air and headed downhill, passing up the big spruce 
skinning down the slope. I slammed down against a cut log lying in the 
brush; I could feel my hip bone fold under the pressure. The pain hit me 
as I lay sprawled over the log, and I twisted, trying to get up, I saw that 
the tree that had just thrown me was sliding over toward me, I tried to 
move again and couldn't. I watched it come. Henry tensed himself as if 
expecting a shot in the ass or something, "It smashed my legs." He 
jerked upright at that, then was very quiet. I finished with, "The pain really got me then and I passed out,"

I could smell the skunkish reek of fear-sweat. I sympathized with 
the poor gutless bastard. I asked him, "Is that the way it happened, Henry?" 
He didn't answer, didn't budge, and I looked closer. Nothing was moving, 
not even his shifty liquid eyes. I thought he was dead so I grabbed an arm 
and felt for a pulse. He wasn't dead, so I called for the nurse, who 
called a couple of doctors. They decided a vertebrae had slipped, pinching 
a nerve; he was completely paralyzed.

As they put him on one of those rolling tables, they bounced him 
little, and his arms and head came to life. He began yelling. Yawwww!
Git away from me wi' tha'—— needle, you——. Aghhhhhhh, it hurts, watch 
out f' the Goddam log, it gonna get me, it’s, gonna*hurt. Aghhhhhh!" Both 
his eyes were hopping around uncontrolled, like his arms, A doctor 
and a big nurse held his arms still as they rolled him down the hall.

I watched the strange procession till they turned the corner, ”He's 
a coward if there ever was one. That's probably why he likes his job. He's 
afraid to look beyond it. He’s stupid, too—probably doesn't have brains 
enough to know that progress is the only important thing."

That's what I thought then, but later, that silly smile of his as 
he described falling trees—and that uncontrolled eye that was so like the uncontrolled something inside me—something, anyway, made me decide to 
give him payment on his claim.

I came out of my little reverie then, and went out for coffee, still wondering.
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THE SEA
by Cathi Hawley

The sea stretched panting for its shriveled shore. 
Spat salty foam at brooding sky/
And breathless heaved to one swell more
Then died. And silence hot and dread came nigh.
Black time ebbed but the sea ne'er moaned,
Nor shrugged to shake its weighty shroud,
And the swelt'ring sea-gulls dipped and droned 
Then dropped. And silence triumphed—fearful, proud.
But out on the death-calm, scorching sea,
A black-tongued seaman paced the deck
Of doldrum-fated Lucky Me
And shrieked! But only silence met his beck.
So the skeleton man raised a skeleton fist And shook a curse at his God,
Then the thunder swelled and the lightning hissed. 
Then struck. And silence dropped its mighty rod.
Icy blasts ripped at his faithless heart;
Pierce rains drove his ship asunder,
But one last curse did the seaman impart 
As he and the Lucky Me went under.
Now the worn waves rest on a hot, flat sea;
Toward the shrivelling shore floats a skeleton bone, 
But there is no sign of the Lucky Me—
Here then—now gone. And silence Ts" alone.
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